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BEGINNING  
PROMO: 
Have you ever wondered if God really sees you?  
Have you ever wondered if God really can love you?  
Have you have ever wondered if God could really forgive your horrible past? 
Have you ever felt worthless even though you love Jesus? 
If we ever have, then we do not understand what happened when we met Jesus at Salvation. 
Come, find out what Jesus’ love really does: 
Soteriology – a.k.a. The Salvation Principle  
Beginning March 17th, Pr. Orleen and the Wednesday Night Crew as we unpack the meaning of our SALVATION.   
 
Soteriology is the branch of theology dealing with the study of salvation. The term comes from the Greek soterion, “salvation,” and is also 
related to soter, “savior.” Soteriology relates to several other branches of theology in that it asks who is saved, by whom, from what, and by 
what means. 
 

• How I met Jesus: 
• Biggest hurdle Jesus and I have walked over: 
• Jesus surprised me with/when: 
• Jesus shows His love to me when: 

 
“Eternal life was the life which Jesus Christ exhibited on the human plane, and it is the same life, not a copy of it, 
which is manifested in our mortal flesh when we are born of God.  Eternal life is not a gift from God, eternal life is 
the gift of God.  The energy and the power which was manifested in Jesus will be manifested in us by the sheer 
sovereign grace of God when once we have made the moral decision about sin…The life that was in Jesus is made 
ours by means of His cross when once we make the decision to be identified with Him.  If it is difficult to get right 
with God, it is because we will not decide definitely abut sin.  Immediately we do decide, the full life of God comes 
in.  Jesus came to give us endless supplies of life:  “that you may be fill with all the fullness of God”…The weakest 
saint can experience the power of the deity of the Son of God once he is willing to “let go”.  Any strand of our own 
energy will blur the life of Jesus.  We have to keep letting go, and slowly and surely the great full life of God will 
invade us in every part, and men will take knowledge of us that we have been with Jesus.”  Oswald Chambers 
 

On forgiveness 

I find that when I think I am asking God to forgive me I am often in reality (unless I watch myself very carefully) 
asking Him to do something quite different. I am asking Him not to forgive me but to excuse me. But there is all 
the difference in the world between forgiving and excusing. Forgiveness says “Yes, you have done this thing, 
but I accept your apology, I will never hold it against you and everything between us two will be exactly as it 
was before.” But excusing says “I see that you couldn’t help it or didn’t mean it, you weren’t really to blame.”. . . 

Real forgiveness means looking steadily at the sin, the sin that is left over without any excuse, after all 
allowances have been made, and seeing it in all its horror, dirt, meanness and malice, and nevertheless being 
wholly reconciled to the man who has done it. 

From The Weight of Glory 
Compiled in Words to Live By 

https://link.biblegateway.com/click/23538376.52650/aHR0cHM6Ly9iaWJsZWdhdGV3YXkuY2hyaXN0aWFuYm9vay5jb20vQ2hyaXN0aWFuL0Jvb2tzL3Byb2R1Y3Q_aXNibj05NzgwMDYwNjUzMjAw/5ef56338b2a26341d77a75eeB46e25f22
https://link.biblegateway.com/click/23538376.52650/aHR0cHM6Ly9iaWJsZWdhdGV3YXkuY2hyaXN0aWFuYm9vay5jb20vQ2hyaXN0aWFuL0Jvb2tzL3Byb2R1Y3Q_aXNibj05NzgwMDYxMjA5MTIz/5ef56338b2a26341d77a75eeC7df41a25
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The Weight of Glory: And Other Addresses. Copyright © 1949, C. S. Lewis Pte. Ltd. Copyright renewed © 1976, revised 1980 C. S. Lewis Pte. Ltd. All rights 
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All rights reserved. Used with permission of HarperCollins Publishers. 

“Eternal life is not a gift from God, eternal life is the gift of God.”  Oswald Chambers 
 

“And I will give them eternal life, and they shall never perish;  
neither shall anyone snatch them out of My hand.” 

John 10:28 (NKJV) 
 
The Salvation Equation:     {Grace > Atonement}   Man can now respond: + Repentance +Faith →       
(and God answers) Conversion + Regeneration + Justification + Adoption →Sanctification  
 

• What happens when we pray the prayer of Salvation?   
• Are we scrubbed clean?  Or??? 
• Do you ever feel like you are not really saved? 
• Do you question how much God has forgiven…if there are some things that He has not?   
• Do you ever feel like your sins are just too big for God to forgive?   
• Is there something you can do to lose your salvation? 

Hebrews 10:7   HCSB 
Since the law has only a shadow of the good things to come, and not the actual form of those realities, it can never perfect the worshipers by 
the same sacrifices they continually offer year after year. 2 Otherwise, wouldn’t they have stopped being offered, since the worshipers, once 
purified, would no longer have any consciousness of sins? 3 But in the sacrifices there is a reminder of sins every year. 4 For it is impossible for 
the blood of bulls and goats to take away sins. 
5 Therefore, as He was coming into the world, He said: 
You did not want sacrifice and offering, 
but You prepared a body for Me. 
6 You did not delight 
in whole burnt offerings and sin offerings. 
7 Then I said, “See— 
it is written about Me 
in the volume of the scroll— 
I have come to do Your will, God!”  
8 After He says above, You did not want or delight in sacrifices and offerings, whole burnt offerings and sin offerings (which are offered 
according to the law), 9 He then says, See, I have come to do Your will. He takes away the first to establish the second. 10 By this will of God, 
we have been sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once and for all. 
 
 
 
 
 

Prayer 
Luke 24:25 

Then He opened their mind to understand the Scriptures. 
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CONVERSION 
1.What is Conversion?  2. How does it happen (What does it look like)?  3. What is the H.S. role? 4. Any external evidences?   
[Conversion = Turning.  Regeneration = Renew/Born Again].  
Regeneration is the outward evidence of Conversion. 
 
1.) What is Conversion? 
 
Conversion: 
“1. In a general sense, a turning or change from one state to another; with regard to substance, transmutation;   as a conversion of water into ice, or of 
food into chyle or blood. 
 
3. In a theological or moral sense, a change of heart, or dispositions, in which the enmity of the heart to God 
and His law and the obstinacy of the will are subdued, and are succeeded by supreme love to God and His 
moral government, and a reformation of life.” 
 
Convert CONVERT', verb transitive A VERB THAT REQUIRES A DIRECT OBJECT  [Latin converto; con and 
verto, to turn; coinciding in elements and signification with barter, and probably from the root of vary, vario, 
veer, Spanish birar, Portugese virar, to turn. Class Br.]  
 
1. To change or turn into another substance or form; as, to convert gases into water, or water into ice.  
2. To change from one state to another; as, to convert a barren waste into a fruitful field; to convert a 
wilderness into a garden; to convert rude savages into civilized men.  
3. To change or turn from one religion to another, or from one party or sect to another; as, to convert pagans to christianity; to convert royalists into republicans.  
4. To turn from a bad life to a good one; to change the heart and moral character, from enmity to God and from 
vicious habits, to love of God and to a holy life.  
Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out. Acts 3. He that converteth a sinner from the error 
of his way, shall save a soul from death. James 5.  
 
5. To turn toward a point. Crystal will callify into electricity, and convert the needle freely placed. [Unusual.] 
Brown.  
6. To turn from one use or destination to another; as, to convert liberty into an engine of oppression.  
7. To appropriate or apply to one's own use, or to personal benefit; as, to convert public property to our own 
use.  
8. To change one proposition into another, so that what was the subject of the first becomes the predicate of 
the second; as, all sin is a transgression of the law; but every transgression of the law is sin. Hale.  
9. To turn into another language. B. Jonson. Convert CONVERT', verb intransitive To turn or be changed; to 
undergo a change. The love of wicked friends converts to fear: That fear, to hate. Shak.  
 
Convert CON'VERT, noun A person who is converted from one opinion or practice to another; a person who renounces one creed, religious system or party, and embraces another; 
applied particularly to those who change their religious opinions, but applicable to political or philosophical sects. 2. In a more strict sense, one who is turned from sin to holiness. 
Zion shall be redeemed with judgment, and her converts with righteousness. Isaiah 1. 3. In monasteries, a lay-friar or brother, admitted to the service of the house, without orders, 
and not allowed to sing in the choir. Encyc. Converted  
 
Converted CONVERT'ED, participle passive Turned or changed from one substance or state to another; turned from one religion or sect to another; changed from a state of sin to a 
state of holiness; applied to a particular use; appropriated. 
— American Dictionary of the English Language by Noah Webster 
https://a.co/0XMilEg 
 
What is converted? 
Converted  past participle, past tense of con·vert (Verb) 

1. Cause to change in form,  
To change in character,  

https://a.co/0XMilEg
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To change in function.   2. Change or be able to change from one form to another. 
Preparation:  Careful Introspective reflection on one’s way.  Action:  Decisive turning toward God.  Evidence:  Continued Obedience. 
Your Knowledge of Christ and Your Faith in Christ move you to Conversion: 

• God is the Originating cause of Conversion [Grace + Atonement] 
• Man is the Moving cause of Conversion [Repentance + Faith] 
• The Word is the Instrumental cause of Conversion. [Faith come by hearing the Word of God] Rom10:17 

 
2. How does Conversion happen (What does it look like)?  
  
Acts 9:1-19 
The Damascus Road 
9 Meanwhile, Saul was still breathing threats and murder against the disciples of the Lord. He went to the 
high priest 2 and requested letters from him to the synagogues in Damascus, so that if he found any men or 
women who belonged to the Way, he might bring them as prisoners to Jerusalem. 3 As he traveled and was 
nearing Damascus, a light from heaven suddenly flashed around him. 4 Falling to the ground, he heard a 
voice saying to him, “Saul, Saul, why are you persecuting Me?” 
5 “Who are You, Lord?” he said. “I am Jesus, the One you are persecuting,” He replied. 6 “But get up and 
go into the city, and you will be told what you must do.” 
7 The men who were traveling with him stood speechless, hearing the sound but seeing no one. 8 Then Saul 
got up from the ground, and though his eyes were open, he could see nothing. So they took him by the hand 
and led him into Damascus. 9 He was unable to see for three days and did not eat or drink. 
Saul’s Baptism 
10 There was a disciple in Damascus named Ananias. And the Lord said to him in a vision, “Ananias!” 
“Here I am, Lord!” he said. 
11 “Get up and go to the street called Straight,” the Lord said to him, “to the house of Judas, and ask for a 
man from Tarsus named Saul, since he is praying there. 12 In a vision he has seen a man named Ananias 
coming in and placing his hands on him so he can regain his sight.” 
13 “Lord,” Ananias answered, “I have heard from many people about this man, how much harm he has 
done to Your saints in Jerusalem. 14 And he has authority here from the chief priests to arrest all who call 
on Your name.” 
15 But the Lord said to him, “Go! For this man is My chosen instrument to take My name to Gentiles, kings, 
and the Israelites.16 I will show him how much he must suffer for My name!” 
17 So Ananias left and entered the house. Then he placed his hands on him and said, “Brother Saul, the 
Lord Jesus, who appeared to you on the road you were traveling, has sent me so that you can regain your 
sight and be filled with the Holy Spirit.” 18 At once something like scales fell from his eyes, and he regained 
his sight. Then he got up and was baptized. 19 And after taking some food, he regained his strength. 
 
Acts 16:14-15  HCSB 
14 A woman named Lydia, a dealer in purple cloth from the city of Thyatira, who worshiped God, was 
listening. The Lord opened her heart to pay attention to what was spoken by Paul. 15 After she and her 
household were baptized, she urged us, “If you consider me a believer in the Lord, come and stay at my 
house.” And she persuaded us. 
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The apostle Paul’s conversion was sudden and radical, while the conversion of Lydia (Acts 16:14-15) was apparently 
gradual or over a brief period of time. But the results of conversion are always a clear change of attitude and a new 
direction for life.1 
3. What is The Holy Spirit’s Role in Conversion? 
 
It is not the baptism of the Holy Ghost which changes men, but the power of the ascended Christ coming into men's lives 
by the Holy Ghost that changes them. We too often divorce what the New Testament never divorces: The baptism of the 
Holy Ghost is not an experience apart from Jesus Christ - it is the evidence of the ascended Christ.  
Acts 2:33 HCSB 
Therefore, since He has been exalted to the right hand of God and has received from the Father the 
promised Holy Spirit, He has poured out what you both see and hear. 
 
The Holy Spirit at Salvation: {ie.  Pilot Light} Get a video of the gas burners turning on? 

Romans 8:14-16   HCSB    
14 All those led by God’s Spirit are God’s sons. 15 For you did not receive a spirit of slavery to fall back into 
fear, but you received the Spirit of adoption, by whom we cry out, “Abba, Father!” 16 The Spirit Himself 
testifies together with our spirit that we are God’s children,  
 
Ephesians 1:13-14   HCSB  
When you heard the message of truth, the gospel of your salvation, and when you believed in Him, you 
were also sealed with the promised Holy Spirit. 14 He is the down payment [deposit guaranteeing] of our 
inheritance, for the redemption of the possession [those who are God’s possession = US], to the praise 
of His glory. 
 
John 14:16-17 HCSB 
16 And I will ask the Father, and He will give you another Counselor to be with you forever. 17 He is the 
Spirit of truth. The world is unable to receive Him because it doesn’t see Him or know Him. But you do 
know Him, because He remains with you and will be in you. 
 
 
4. Are there any external evidences?   
 
Testimonies of TURNING 
 
 Galatians 6:14-16 
14 But as for me, I will never boast about anything except the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ. The world has 
been crucified to me through the cross, and I to the world. 15 For both circumcision and 
uncircumcision mean nothing; what matters instead is a new creation [a changed life] 16 May peace come 
to all those who follow this standard, and mercy to the Israel of God! 
 
 
My life was…..but now, thanks to Jesus, is…. 
 
 

 
1 Hayford, J. W., Thomas Nelson Publishers. (1995). Hayford’s Bible handbook. Nashville, TN; Atlanta, GA; London; Vancouver: Thomas Nelson Publishers. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/hfordhbk?art=conversion&off=1&ctx=%0a%7E++CONVERSION%E2%80%94the+initial+change+of+atti
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Acts 16 

• Lydia:  Embraced what she knew of God and when she heard the truth about Christ, she knew it was true and accepted it. (Should motivate us to 
share our testimonies of Christ.) 

• Fortune Telling Slave girl was delivered through their ministry.  What happened to her? 
• Her owners embraced their material life ($$$) and did not see the power of Christ. 
• Macedonian Jailer:  Met God in the midst of a miracle.  Seen the power of Christ and accepted Him. 

 
The New Life: 
Ephesians 4:25-32  HCSB 
17 Therefore, I say this and testify in the Lord: You should no longer walk as the Gentiles walk, in the futility of their thoughts. 18 They are darkened in their 
understanding, excluded from the life of God, because of the ignorance that is in them and because of the hardness of their hearts. 19 They became callous and 
gave themselves over to promiscuity for the practice of every kind of impurity with a desire for more and more. [Insatiable desires] 
20 But that is not how you learned about the Messiah, 21 assuming you heard about Him and were taught by Him, because the truth is in Jesus. 22 You took 
off[i] your former way of life, the old self[j] that is corrupted by deceitful desires; 23 you are being renewed[k] in the spirit of your minds; 24 you put on[l] the new 
self, the one created according to God’s likeness in righteousness and purity of the truth. 
25 Since you put away lying, Speak the truth, each one to his neighbor, because we are members of one another. 26 Be angry and do not sin. Don’t let the sun go 
down on your anger, 27 and don’t give the Devil an opportunity. 28 The thief must no longer steal. Instead, he must do honest work with his own hands, so that he 
has something to share with anyone in need. 29 No foul language is to come from your mouth, but only what is good for building up someone in need, so that it 
gives grace to those who hear. 30 And don’t grieve God’s Holy Spirit. You were sealed by Him for the day of redemption. 31 All bitterness, anger and wrath, 
shouting and slander must be removed from you, along with all malice. 32 And be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving one another, just as God also 
forgave you in Christ. 
 
Fruit of the Spirit Galatians 5:22-23 
 
5.  What is our response to Conversion?   

• Share our Testimony 
• Obedience 
• Worship [Doing what = worship?] 

 
Philemon 
Greeting 
Paul, a prisoner of Christ Jesus, and Timothy our brother: 
To Philemon our dear friend and coworker, 2 to Apphia our sister, to Archippus our fellow soldier, and to the church that meets in your home. 
3 Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. 
Philemon’s Love and Faith 
4 I always thank my God when I mention you in my prayers, 5 because I hear of your love and faith toward[b] the Lord Jesus and for all the saints. 6 I 
pray that your participation in the faith may become effective through knowing every good thing that is in us[c]for the glory of Christ. 7 For I have 
great joy and encouragement from your love, because the hearts of the saints have been refreshed through you, brother. 
An Appeal for Onesimus 
8 For this reason, although I have great boldness in Christ to command you to do what is right, 9 I appeal to you, instead, on the basis of love. I, 
Paul, as an elderly man[d] and now also as a prisoner of Christ Jesus, 10 appeal to you for my son, Onesimus.[e] I fathered[f] him while I was in 
chains. 11 Once he was useless to you, but now he is useful both to you and to me. 12 I am sending him back to you as a part of myself.[g][h] 13 I 
wanted to keep him with me, so that in my imprisonment for the gospel he might serve me in your place. 14 But I didn’t want to do anything 
without your consent, so that your good deed might not be out of obligation, but of your own free will. 15 For perhaps this is why he was separated 
from you for a brief time, so that you might get him back permanently, 16 no longer as a slave, but more than a slave—as a dearly loved brother. 
He is especially so to me, but even more to you, both in the flesh and in the Lord.[i] 
17 So if you consider me a partner, accept him as you would me. 18 And if he has wronged you in any way, or owes you anything, charge that to my 
account. 19 I, Paul, write this with my own hand: I will repay it—not to mention to you that you owe me even your own self. 20 Yes, brother, may I 
have joy from you in the Lord; refresh my heart in Christ. 21 Since I am confident of your obedience, I am writing to you, knowing that you will do 
even more than I say. 22 But meanwhile, also prepare a guest room for me, for I hope that through your prayers I will be restored to you. 
Final Greetings 
23 Epaphras, my fellow prisoner in Christ Jesus, greets you, and so do 24 Mark, Aristarchus, Demas, and Luke, my coworkers. 
25 The grace of the Lord[j] Jesus Christ be with your spirit. 
Footnotes 

a. Philemon 1:2 Other mss read our beloved 
b. Philemon 1:5 Lit faith that you have toward 
c. Philemon 1:6 Other mss read in you 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ephesians+4&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29293i
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ephesians+4&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29293j
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ephesians+4&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29294k
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ephesians+4&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29295l
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29942b
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29943c
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29946d
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29947e
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29947f
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29949g
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29949h
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29953i
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-29962j
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#en-HCSB-29939
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#en-HCSB-29942
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#en-HCSB-29943
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d. Philemon 1:9 Or an ambassador 
e. Philemon 1:10 In Gk, Onesimus means useful. 
f. Philemon 1:10 Referring to the fact that Paul led him to Christ; 1Co 4:15 
g. Philemon 1:12 Other mss read him back. Receive him as a part of myself. 
h. Philemon 1:12 Lit you—that is, my inward parts 
i. Philemon 1:16 Both physically and spiritually 
j. Philemon 1:25 Other mss read our Lord 

NotES: 
 
Conversion: 
CONVERSION—the initial change of attitude and will that brings a person into right relationship with God. 

Conversion involves turning away from evil deeds and false worship and turning toward serving and 
worshiping the Lord. Conversion marks a person’s entrance into a new relationship with God, forgiveness of sins, 
and his new life as a part of the fellowship of the people of God. 

Closely related to conversion are repentance and faith. Repentance is turning from sin; faith is turning to God. 
Thus, conversion is more than the exchange of one set of beliefs for another; it is a wholehearted turning to God 
(Acts 15:3). 

The inward experience of conversion is sometimes referred to as the new birth (John 3:3-8). This phrase 
was used by Jesus in His conversation with Nicodemus. New birth refers to a change so radical that it can be 
described only by the figure of birth into a new life. As an infant enters the physical world with a totally new 
existence, so conversion opens the way for a totally new beginning in a person’s relationship to God and his life and 
responsibilities toward man. 

The experience of conversion may differ with various individuals. The apostle Paul’s conversion was sudden and 
radical, while the conversion of Lydia (Acts 16:14-15) was apparently gradual or over a brief period of time. But the 
results of conversion are always a clear change of attitude and a new direction for life.2 
 

CHAPTER 8 
Eight Facts of Salvation: 

1) All have sinned. 
2) Repent of personal sins.   
3) Believes the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ provides deliverance from the 

consequences of those repented sins.   
4) Received as an individual. 
5) The deliverance offers inclusion for eternity in Heaven with Him.  
6) The deliverance offers access to our Heavenly Father. 
7) The inner witness or evidence of salvation is the direct witness of the Holy Spirit giving us the 

assurance that God has accepted us.   
8) The outward witness (visible to others) is a change life.  

 
THIS IS REFORMED THEOLOGY/CALVINISM: 
Some good phraseology but strongly disagree with process.  Man has freewill in order to make choices.  “Choose this day 
whom you will serve!”  God cannot, will not, ignore our freewill when it comes to relationship with Him.  We must want 
it, not have it dropped on us.  We make a choice.  Conversion comes BEFORE Regeneration. Pr. Orleen 

The theological standpoint represented in this book is that of evangelical Christianity from the Reformed or Calvinistic 
perspective. Reformed soteriology has much in common with other evangelical soteriologies, but it does have certain 
distinctive emphases. Among these emphases are the following: 

(1) The decisive factor in determining who is to be saved from sin is not the decisions of the human beings concerned, 
but the sovereign grace of God—though human decision does play a significant role in the process. 

(2) The application of salvation to God’s people has its roots in God’s eternal decree, according to which he has chosen 
his people to eternal life, not on the basis of any merits on their part, but solely out of his good pleasure. 

 
2 Hayford, J. W., Thomas Nelson Publishers. (1995). Hayford’s Bible handbook. Nashville, TN; Atlanta, GA; London; Vancouver: Thomas Nelson Publishers. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#en-HCSB-29946
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#en-HCSB-29947
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#en-HCSB-29947
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1Cor.4.15&version=HCSB
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#en-HCSB-29949
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#en-HCSB-29949
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#en-HCSB-29953
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Philemon%201&version=HCSB#en-HCSB-29962
https://ref.ly/logosres/hfordhbk?art=conversion&off=1&ctx=%0a%7E++CONVERSION%E2%80%94the+initial+change+of+atti
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(3) Though all who hear the gospel message are invited to accept Christ and his salvation, and are earnestly summoned 
to such acceptance, the saving grace of God in the strict sense of the word is not universal but particular, being bestowed 
only on God’s elect (those who have been chosen by him in Christ to salvation). 

(4) God’s saving grace is therefore both efficacious and unlosable. This does not mean that, left to themselves, believers 
could not drift away from God, but it does mean that God will not permit his chosen ones to lose their salvation. The spiritual 
security of believers, therefore, depends primarily not on their hold of God but on God’s hold of them. 

(5) Although the application of salvation to God’s people involves, in the aspects distinct from regeneration in the 
narrower sense, human willing and working, this application is nevertheless primarily the work of the Holy Spirit. 

These distinctive emphases shape Reformed soteriology all along the line. While stressing the sovereignty of God’s 
grace in the application of salvation, however, Reformed theology does not negate human responsibility in the process of 
salvation.3 

Conversion 
CHARLES SPURGEON WAS ON HIS WAY TO CHURCH ONE SUNDAY MORNING. It was snowing. The snow was so 
heavy that he trudged down a side street and came to a little Primitive Methodist Chapel. A thin-looking man—a shoemaker, or 
tailor, or something of that sort—went into the pulpit to preach. The preacher announced his text: “Look unto me, and be ye saved, 
all the ends of the earth” (Isa. 45:22). Though grammar and diction left much to be desired, he spoke earnestly and directly to his 
audience of twelve. Finally the preacher looked at Spurgeon, who was sitting under the gallery, and said, “Young man, you look 
very miserable … and you will always be miserable if you don’t obey my text. Look to Jesus Christ! You have nothin’ to do but 
to look and live!” Spurgeon looked to Christ in faith, and the darkness of his soul rolled away. He had found salvation. 

This account of Spurgeon’s conversion leads us to our next topic. Conversion, as was pointed out earlier, is the outward 
evidence of regeneration. When we speak of conversion, we are looking at the Christian life from the viewpoint of its new 
direction: away from sin and toward God. Commonly conversion is thought of as consisting in repentance and faith; these two 
aspects will be discussed in detail in the next chapters. In this chapter I wish to make some comments about conversion as a whole. 

CONVERSION DEFINED 
Briefly, conversion may be defined as the conscious act of a regenerate person [I AM NOT SURE I AGREE THAT 
REGENERATION COMES FIRST….] in which he or she turns to God in repentance and faith. It involves a twofold turning: 
away from sin and toward the service of God. In its richest sense, conversion should include the following elements: (1) 
illumination of the mind, whereby sin comes to be known in its true sense, as behavior which is displeasing to God; (2) genuine 
sorrow for sin, not just remorse because of its bitter results; (3) humble confession of sin, both to God and to others who were hurt 
by our sin; (4) hatred of sin, including a deliberate resolve to flee from it; (5) a return to God as our gracious Father in Christ, in 
faith that he can and will forgive our sins; (6) a wholehearted joy in God through Christ; (7) genuine love for God and others, 
together with delight in God’s service. 

CONVERSION THE WORK OF GOD AND MAN 
Conversion is first of all the work of God. Though conversion is the outward evidence of regeneration, the new life implanted 
in regeneration continues to exist only in dependence on God. We cannot maintain that new life in our own strength. We need to 
continue to be strengthened with power through God’s Spirit in our inner being (Eph. 3:16). 

Old Testament believers wanting to be converted to God but lacking the strength to do so realized that only God could enable 
them to turn back to himself: “Restore us to yourself, O LORD, that we may return; renew our days as of old” (Lam. 5:21; cf. Jer. 
31:18). The New Testament similarly underlines this point. Jesus taught that the new life received in regeneration can only reveal 
itself as we remain in union with him: “I am the vine; you are the branches. If a man remains in me and I in him, he will bear much 
fruit; apart from me you can do nothing” (John 15:5). In a startling statement which spans our entire history from the moment of 
the new birth to the appearance of our Lord upon the clouds of heaven, Paul tells us that he is confident “that he who began a 
good work in you will carry it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus” (Phil. 1:6). Surely this sovereign work of God 
includes our conversion. As will be shown, both repentance and faith, which are aspects of conversion, are gifts of God. 

We could say, therefore, that God is the cause of our conversion. 
But “cause” is a cold word which suggests mechanically forcing somebody to do something he does not want to do. The real 
situation is infinitely more complex, mysterious, existential. People, as they later see, are moved, drawn, lured by God. They 
are “chased down by the hound of heaven.” But while they are going through the process of conversion, God’s movements 
may be largely hidden in events that seem quite “natural.” An old friend turns up; you come upon a book; a disappointing job 
obliges you to reexamine your goals; you discover that earning more money does not satisfy you. 
In distinction from regeneration in the narrower sense, however, conversion is also a work of man. In fact, both in the Old and 

New Testaments, conversion is pictured more often as a work of man than as a work of God. Abraham Kuyper points out that 

 
3 Hoekema, A. A. (1994). Saved by Grace (pp. 3–4). Grand Rapids, MI; Cambridge, U.K.: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company. 
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the Old Testament word shūbh, meaning “to turn back,” occurs 74 times as a description of man’s turning to God, but only 
five times as a designation of conversion as a deed of God; he also observes that in the New Testament the words for 
conversion are used 26 times to describe conversion as a human activity, but only two or three times to depict conversion 
as a work of God. 

From the Old Testament we may recall the passage whereby the old shoemaker brought about Spurgeon’s conversion: “Look 
unto me, and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth” (Isa. 45:22, KJV; cf. also 55:7). Or we may think of Ezekiel 33:11, “Turn! Turn 
from your evil ways! Why will you die, O house of Israel?” New Testament passages describing conversion as a requirement for 
human beings include Peter’s summons on the Day of Pentecost: “Repent and be baptized, every one of you, in the name of Jesus 
Christ so that your sins may be forgiven” (Acts 2:38). Paul’s words to the Philippian jailer also come to mind: “Believe in the Lord 
Jesus, and you will be saved—you and your household” (Acts 16:31). As Paul unfolds the precious truth of salvation by grace, he 
again calls for the exercise of personal faith: “If you confess with your mouth, ‘Jesus is Lord,’ and believe in your heart that God 
raised him from the dead, you will be saved” (Rom. 10:9). And in 2 Corinthians he trumpets forth the marching orders for preachers 
of the gospel: “We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making his appeal through us. We implore you on 
Christ’s behalf: Be reconciled to God” (2 Cor. 5:20). 

In all these passages, and many more, God calls on us to be converted, to turn to him, to repent and believe, to be reconciled 
to him. In the doctrine of conversion, therefore, we see an example of the paradox we discussed earlier: conversion is both the 
work of God and the work of man. God must convert us, and yet we must turn to him; both are true. We should not jettison either 
side of the paradox. The preacher therefore must earnestly and fervently urge his hearers to be converted, trusting that God will 
enable them to do so. And when conversion does occur, he as well as his hearers must give God all the praise. 

VARIOUS TYPES OF CONVERSIONS 
We may distinguish various types of conversions. True conversion, as defined above, can occur only once in a person’s life. The 
Bible gives many examples: Naaman (2 Kings 5:15), Manasseh (2 Chron. 33:12–13), Zacchaeus (Luke 19:8–9), the three thousand 
on the Day of Pentecost (Acts 2:41), Saul (Acts 9:1–19), Cornelius (Acts 10:44–48), Lydia (Acts 16:14), the Philippian jailer (Acts 
16:29–34). 

The Bible occasionally speaks of so-called national conversions: times when an entire nation returned to the Lord. One such 
national conversion occurred under Joshua, when the people of Israel pledged to serve the LORD and to obey him (Josh. 24:14–
27). Other national conversions occurred under Hezekiah (2 Chron. 29:10–36) and Josiah (2 Kings 23:1–3). We also recall the 
conversion of the people of Nineveh in response to Jonah’s preaching (Jonah 3:1–10). These “national conversions,” however, 
were all short-lived. They certainly did not bring about the true conversion of every member of the nation. In the case of Israel, 
after the godly ruler had been succeeded by an evil one, the people went back to their sinful ways. 

We note that there may be temporary conversions—conversions which are not genuine but only apparent. Jesus speaks about 
such a conversion in the Parable of the Sower—the person who received the seed that fell in rocky places. This kind of sowing 
describes the man who “hears the word and at once receives it with joy. But since he has no root, he lasts only a short time. When 
trouble or persecution comes because of the word, he quickly falls away” (Matt. 13:20–21). People, in other words, may sometimes 
seem to have been converted, but the appearance is deceiving. 

The New Testament gives some actual examples: Hymenaeus and Alexander (1 Tim. 1:19–20), Philetus (2 Tim. 2:17–18), 
and Demas, who “loved this present world” (2 Tim. 4:10). The Apostle John, in fact, penned sad words about those who 

went out from us, but … did not really belong to us. For if they had belonged to us, they would have remained with us; but 
their going showed that none of them belonged to us (1 John 2:19). 
There can also be second conversions. Whereas true conversion cannot be repeated, it is possible for a believer to drift so far 

away from God that he must return to God again. Though David was indeed a converted man, having been called “a man after 
God’s own heart” (1 Sam. 13:14), he fell into outrageous sin. Psalm 51, however, written after David’s fall, records his “second 
conversion”: 

Cleanse me with hyssop, and I will be clean; 
wash me, and I will be whiter than snow.… 

Hide your face from my sins 
and blot out all my iniquity, 

Create in me a pure heart, O God, 
and renew a stedfast spirit within me.… 

Restore to me the joy of your salvation 
and grant me a willing spirit (Ps. 51:7, 9–10, 12). 

A second conversion was also necessary in the life of Peter. Before his shameful denial of his Lord, Jesus had said to him, 
“Simon, Simon, Satan has asked to sift you as wheat. But I have prayed for you, Simon, that your faith may not fail. And when 
you have turned back, strengthen your brothers” (Luke 22:31–32). This “turning back” cannot mean Peter’s first conversion, since 
he had earlier made his great confession, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God” (Matt. 16:16), and since Jesus here said, 
“that your faith may not fail.” What Jesus here predicted was a returning to the Lord after Peter’s disgraceful sin. 
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The letters to the seven churches of Asia Minor found in the Book of Revelation also enjoin some readers to second 
conversions. To the church in Ephesus Jesus writes: “Repent and do the things you did at first” (Rev. 2:5). Similar summons are 
found in Revelation 2:16; 2:22; 3:3; and 3:19. The people here addressed had turned to Christ, but had drifted into sexual 
immorality, idolatry, merely nominal Christianity, and spiritual luke-warmness. From these sins they had to turn away. 

Second conversions of this sort are not always necessary in the lives of believers. But they may become so. When they do, 
they do not mean a turning away from sin in its totality, as in true conversion, but from some particular sin into which a Christian 
has fallen. 

It is interesting to note that the Canons of Dort, in the very chapter in which they affirm the perseverance of the saints, recognize 
the type of situation we are now discussing. After having said that believers must constantly watch and pray so that they may not 
be led into temptation, the Canons go on to say, 

When they [believers] fail to do this, not only can they be carried away by the flesh, the world, and Satan into sins, even 
serious and outrageous ones, but also by God’s just permission they sometimes are so carried away—witness the sad cases, 
described in Scripture, of David, Peter, and other saints falling into sins. 
The Canons then go on to describe what I have called second conversion: “God, who is rich in mercy, according to his 

unchangeable purpose of election does not take his Holy Spirit from his own completely, even when they fall grievously.… By his 
Word and Spirit he certainly and effectively renews them to repentance.” 

VARIATIONS IN THE PATTERN OF CONVERSION 
Though true conversion can occur only once, there can be many variations in its pattern. Herman Bavinck points out some 
interesting differences between the conversions of the great Reformers: 

Luther’s conversion was a transition from deep feelings of guilt to the joyful awareness of God’s forgiving grace in Christ. 
Zwingli experienced conversion particularly as a being set free from the bondage of the law into the happiness of knowing 
himself to be a child of God. Calvin’s conversion, however, was a deliverance from error into truth, from doubt to certainty. 
The pattern of conversion may also vary in other ways. Although the entire person is always involved, a conversion may be 

predominantly intellectual, volitional, or emotional. An example of a primarily intellectual conversion would be that of C. S. Lewis, 
who in his spiritual autobiography Surprised by Joy indicates that he wrestled with intellectual problems and hindrances until 
finally, after he had met those difficulties and had surrendered himself to God, God dragged him, kicking and screaming, into the 
Kingdom, “the most dejected and reluctant convert in all England.” An example of a predominantly volitional conversion would 
be that of Augustine who, after years of fruitless struggling against his sins, finally, upon reading Romans 13:14 (“Put on the Lord 
Jesus Christ, and make no provision for the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof”), found in Christ the strength to overcome. An example 
of a conversion which was chiefly emotional in nature would be that of John Bunyan who, after years of emotional upheavals 
caused by fear that he had committed the unpardonable sin, finally found peace of soul by resting in Christ. 

The most common variation in the pattern of conversion is that between gradual and sudden or crisis conversions. The 
outstanding biblical example of a crisis conversion is, of course, that of the Apostle Paul. One can hardly imagine a more dramatic 
occurrence: fire-breathing Saul, on his way to Damascus to persecute Christians, was suddenly, through a blinding light and a 
voice from heaven, turned into missionary Paul (Acts 9:1–19; see also 22:3–14 and 26:9–18). The conversions of Lydia (Acts 
16:13–14) and of the Philippian jailer (Acts 16:25–34) were also of the crisis type. It seems likely that most of the Gentiles who 
were brought to Christ by Paul and the other apostles experienced crisis conversions, since conversion for them meant not just a 
recognition of Jesus as the Christ, but also a sharp break with a former life of sin (see 1 Cor. 6:11; Eph. 2:11–13). 

Since the New Testament describes the establishment of the church by missionaries, it does not give us specific examples of 
gradual conversions, that is, conversions which take place over a period of time. We may think of Timothy, whose grandmother 
Lois and mother Eunice are said to have been believers (2 Tim. 1:5), and who is said to have known the Scriptures from infancy 
(2 Tim. 3:15). Yet even Timothy probably embraced the Christian faith, in distinction from the Jewish faith in which he had been 
brought up, at a certain time—when he met Paul in Lystra (Acts 16:1). The exhortation, however, to bring up children “in the 
training and instruction of the Lord” (Eph. 6:4) strongly suggests that the conversions of the children of Christian parents are 
usually of the gradual rather than of the crisis type. 

This brings up the question: Do covenant children—that is, the children of Christian parents—need to be converted? If children 
have been brought up in the Christian faith from infancy, we would not ordinarily expect to see the dramatic change in their lives 
that is associated with a crisis conversion. We would rather expect to see a gradual growth into a mature Christian faith and a 
dedicated Christian life. But this does not mean that covenant children do not need to be converted. Every covenant child must 
make a personal commitment to Christ. There must be a personal realization of sin, a deepening of faith, an appropriation of the 
blessings of salvation, and a dedication to the service of the Lord. 

The conversions of covenant children will, therefore, ordinarily be of the gradual type. But, since no two people are alike, 
there may also be many differences in their conversions. 

Much variation is possible in the way in which those born of Christian parents later come to conversion. Some are led gently, 
with no earthshaking upheavals, growing steadily from childhood to young manhood, and from young manhood to full 
maturity as fathers in Christ. Others, however, who for a time openly lived sinful lives, or became alienated from their Christian 
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upbringing, are suddenly brought to conversion, through some gripping word or arresting circumstance, often by means of a 
violent emotional struggle. 
As was said earlier, there is a tendency in covenant communities simply to assume that all children of believers are 

“automatically” saved because they have been brought up in Christian homes. As a result, preaching in covenantal churches often 
fails to include a summons to the unsaved to turn to Christ in faith and repentance. But this is a serious deficiency. Children of 
believing parents, as well as children whose parents are not believers, must personally and consciously give their hearts to Christ 
and their lives to his service, and they should be summoned from the pulpit to do so. Let us listen to Bavinck once again: 

In preaching addressed to the church the earnest summons to faith and conversion ought never to be lacking. Preaching on the 
basis of the covenant of grace does not excuse the preacher from such a summons but, on the contrary, obligates him to do 
so.… For no matter how great are the blessings God gives us in that covenant—that we have been included in the covenant of 
grace from birth, that we have been born into a Christian church and of Christian parents, that we have been baptized and 
brought up in a Christian family—all these blessings are still not enough. Ultimately everything depends on personal, saving 
faith; only he who believes in the Son has everlasting life. Even within the church, therefore, everyone must examine himself 
and prove himself, to see whether he is in the faith. 
Conversion is a necessary step in or aspect of the process of salvation. But not all of God’s people experience conversion in 

the same way. We may not therefore set up one pattern of conversion for everybody. Pietists and those who are mystically inclined 
maintain that people must go through a violent and agonizing soul-struggle, must first have hung for a while on the very edge of 
despair, before they can consider themselves to have been soundly converted. Although it is true that one must have genuine sorrow 
for sin, we cannot and may not expect everyone to have the same kind of emotional experience in his or her conversion. Others 
insist that every Christian should know the day or the hour of his conversion. This insistence usually goes along with the 
understanding that only a crisis conversion is authentic. 

But this is not necessary. To set up the same pattern for everyone is highly dangerous and contrary to Scripture. What is most 
important about a conversion is not the way in which it occurs, or even the time at which it occurs, but its genuineness. If one is 
going in the wrong direction, it is immaterial whether he or she now makes a U-turn or goes around several blocks; the thing that 
matters is whether in the end he or she is going in the right direction.4  THIS IS REFORMED THEOLOGY/CALVINISM 
 
CONVERSION 
Egyptian conversions, Exodus 14:30–31. 
Child’s need for conversion experience, 1 Samuel 3:7. 
Saul changed by Holy Spirit, 1 Samuel 10:6–10. 
Conversion motivated by fear, Esther 8:17. 
Conversion experience, Psalm 18:16–19. 
Blameless before the Lord, Psalm 26:1, 11. 
Song of transformation, Psalm 40:1–4. 
Depth of mercy, forgiveness, Psalm 51:1–2. 
Spiritual heritage, Psalm 61:5. 
“Transplanted,” Psalm 92:13 (Berk.). 
Purging fire, Isaiah 6:6–7. 
Walking in the Way, Isaiah 35:8. 
Light has come, Isaiah 60:1. 
Disgraced youth’s repentance, Jeremiah 31:19. 
Repentance in tears, Jeremiah 50:4–5. 
Former prisoner at king’s table, Jeremiah 52:33. 
Heart of stone, of flesh, Ezekiel 11:19. 
Giving heart to idols, Ezekiel 14:4 (GNB). 
Turning from wicked past, Ezekiel 16:59–63. 
New heart, spirit, Ezekiel 36:26. 
Pagan king’s conversion, Daniel 4:34. 
Purified, made spotless, Daniel 12:10. 

 
4 Hoekema, A. A. (1994). Saved by Grace (pp. 113–120). Grand Rapids, MI; Cambridge, U.K.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/svdgrchoekema?ref=Page.p+113&off=17727
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All who call will be saved, Joel 2:32. 
Remembering date of decision, Haggai 2:18. 
National conversions, Zechariah 2:11. 
New garments, Zechariah 3:1–7. 
Joshua’s salvation, Zechariah 3:1–7; 6:9–15. 
Old Testament conversion, Malachi 2:6. 
Mark of conversion, Luke 3:7–14 (LB). 
Celebrating call to follow Jesus, Luke 5:27–32. 
Conversion can bring family division, Luke 12:49–53. 
Need for repentance, Luke 13:3–5. 
Being born again, John 3:1–8 (See “born anew” NRSV). 
Personal experience, John 4:42. 
Responding to Jesus, John 8:30. 
Healed of blindness, John 9:1–7. 
Instant conversion, John 9:35–38. 
Turning to light before darkness comes, John 12:35–36. 
Key to conversion, John 20:30–31. 
Salvation in no other name, Acts 4:12. 
Converted sorcerer, Acts 8:9–13. 
Simultaneous conversion, baptism, Acts 8:35–36. 
Saul’s conversion, Acts 9:1–19; 7:58; 8:1–3; 9:20–21. 
Roman leader influenced by sorcerer, Acts 13:6–12. 
Jailer converted, Acts 16:25–34. 
Synagogue ruler’s conversion, Acts 18:8. 
Scrolls destroyed by converted sorcerers, Acts 19:19. 
Process of time, Acts 26:28. 
“Back from death,” Romans 6:13 (LB). 
Spiritual life follows natural life, 1 Corinthians 15:45–49. 
New creation in Christ, 2 Corinthians 5:17. 
Self-examination, 2 Corinthians 13:5. 
Set apart from birth, Galatians 1:15–17. 
Darkness to light, Ephesians 5:8–10. 
Those who have died with Christ, Colossians 2:20–23. 
Risen with Christ, Colossians 3:1–17. 
Blasphemer becomes Gospel minister, 1 Timothy 1:12–14. 
God’s grace to worst of sinners, 1 Timothy 1:15–16. 
Faith gives message credibility, Hebrews 4:2. 
Birth through word of truth, James 1:18. 
Living hope, 1 Peter 1:3–5. 
Becoming chosen people, 1 Peter 2:9. 
Reaction of former associates, 1 Peter 4:3–4 (GNB). 
Walking in light, 1 John 1:5–7. 
Doing what is right, 1 John 2:29. 
Purifying privilege, 1 John 3:1–3. 
Confidence in conversion, 1 John 3:24. 
Wearing clean robes, Revelation 22:14. 
See Convert, Decision, Repentance, Salvation. 
CONVERT 
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Attitude toward foreigners, 1 Kings 8:41–43. 
Lambs, shepherd, Isaiah 40:11. 
Way of backslider, of convert, Ezekiel 33:17–20. 
Burning stick snatched from fire, Zechariah 3:2. 
One lost sheep, Matthew 18:12–14. 
First believers, John 2:23. 
Those who believed, John 10:42. 
Secret believers, John 12:42–43. 
Immature new convert, Acts 8:13–24. 
Centurion Cornelius, Acts 10:1–33. 
Do not hinder new converts, Acts 15:19. 
Reconnaissance ministry, Acts 15:36. 
Prominent women converts, Acts 17:4. 
Few converts in Athens, Acts 17:34. 
Asia’s first convert, Romans 16:5. 
Christ’s testimony confirmed in converts, 1 Corinthians 1:4–6. 
Simple people converted, 1 Corinthians 1:26–31. 
One plants, one waters, God gives growth, 1 Corinthians 3:6–9. 
Spiritual father, 1 Corinthians 4:15. 
Seal of apostleship, 1 Corinthians 9:1–2. 
Convert as written witness, 2 Corinthians 3:1–3. 
Boasting about converts, 2 Corinthians 10:8. 
Convert follow-up, 2 Corinthians 13:5–10; 1 Thessalonians 3:1–5. 
Recorded in Book of Life, Philippians 4:3. 
Paul struggled over converts, Colossians 2:1. 
Trophy, joy, 1 Thessalonians 2:20 (LB). 
True son in faith, 1 Timothy 1:2. 
Convert’s testimony to congregation, 1 Timothy 6:12. 
Prison convert, Philemon 10. 
New converts persecuted, Hebrews 10:32–33. 
Redeemed from all nations, Revelation 7:9–17. 
See Believer, Conversion, Secret.5 
 
From Conversion to Missions 

In presenting a new vision of reality for the community, Paul also emphasizes the significance of conversion. This 
new vision is not imposed from without by Paul or any other church leaders; it is rather developed from within as 
individuals are transformed by the gospel of Jesus Christ. This letter deals with the effects of conversion: the 
conversion of Philemon and his household and the conversion of Onesimus. With Philemon’s conversion, he must 
live and act within a different frame of reference. An underlying purpose of Paul’s appeal is to have Philemon fully 
obtain “the knowledge of every good thing that is in us for Christ” (v. 6). In this respect, the function of this letter is 
comparable to that of the early Christian catechetical instructions, through which new believers learn to live out their 
new identity. 

The conversion of Onesimus is the focus of a major subsection of this letter (vv. 8–16). If we can assume that the 
entire household of Philemon was converted when Philemon himself received the gospel message, Onesimus’s 
“conversion” during his stay with Paul signifies a personal and independent commitment to the gospel. Paul’s 
identification of this regenerated Onesimus as his “son” points to his incorporation into the household of God. This 

 
5 Anderson, K. (1996). Where to Find It in the Bible. Nashville: T. Nelson Publishers. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/whrtofnd?hw=Conversion&off=3977
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appellation does not function as a term of endearment; it reflects the Jewish understanding of conversion as a new 
birth. In light of the prevalence of kinship language in this letter, this conversion acquires added significance. 
Onesimus does not simply obtain eternal life; he is now part of a community that worships God as Father and Jesus 
Christ as Lord. 

With the conversion of both Philemon and Onesimus, the relationship between them can no longer remain as it 
was. Philemon must receive Onesimus back “no longer as a slave, but more than a slave, a beloved brother” (v. 16). 
This statement clearly points to the reframing of the relationship between these two. For the discussion of the 
theology of conversion, the phrase that follows is equally significant: “both in the flesh and in the Lord” (v. 16). Instead 
of arguing for two separate realms of existence, Paul clearly points to the interrelatedness of one’s earthly existence 
and spiritual identity. The fact that both Philemon and Onesimus are now part of this same community, grounded in 
grace, makes it necessary that their relationship be transformed according to the new rules of this kinship group. 

For Paul, conversion cannot be separated from mission, because one is not simply converted to benefit from the 
joy of eternal life; one is also called to participate in the unfolding plan of God. It is not surprising, therefore, to find 
Paul discussing how Onesimus is “useful” immediately after noting his conversion. He is “useful” because he is serving 
Paul, who is serving Christ in his imprisonment (v. 13). If we can assume that by saying that “you will do even more 
than what I say” (v. 21), Paul is appealing to Philemon to release Onesimus for service to the gospel, this letter is 
intensely focused on missions and the wider unfolding of the salvific plan of God. This in part explains the canonical 
status of this letter.6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
REGENERATION 
[Conversion = Turning.  Regeneration = Renew/Born Again].  
Regeneration is the outward evidence of Conversion. 
 
1.) What is REGENERATION? 
 
John 3:3  “Jesus replied, “Very truly I tell you, no one can see the kingdom of God without being born 
again(from above).”  Footnotes:  a.  John 3:3 The Greek for again also means from above; also in verse 7.  {Nicodemus  John 3:1-23} 

 
Reformation:  human work, external change, changes conduct, self-effort, human attainment 
(e.g. New Year’s resolution) 
 
Regenerate:  divine work, internal change, changes character, transforms, new life, requirement (born 
again) 
 
An inner work in man’s nature.   
 
It is not:  Restoration (the action of returning something to a former owner, place, or condition) 
Cleaned up.  Redone.  Scrubbed up brand new.   

 
6 Pao, D. W. (2012). Colossians and Philemon (pp. 433–434). Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan. 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=john%203:3&version=TNIV#en-TNIV-26114
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It is Born Again. 
 
Regeneration: 
(1) as the beginning of new spiritual life, implanted in us by the Holy Spirit, enabling us to repent and 
believe  
John 3:3-8   HCSB 
3 Jesus replied, “I assure you: Unless someone is born again,  he cannot see the kingdom of God.” 
4 “But how can anyone be born when he is old?” Nicodemus asked Him. “Can he enter his mother’s womb 
a second time and be born?” 
5 Jesus answered, “I assure you: Unless someone is born of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the 
kingdom of God. 6 Whatever is born of the flesh is flesh, and whatever is born of the Spirit is spirit. 7 Do not 
be amazed that I told you that you must be born again. 8 The wind blows where it pleases, and you hear its 
sound, but you don’t know where it comes from or where it is going. So it is with everyone born of the 
Spirit.” 
 
(2) as the first manifestation of the implanted new life (Jas. 1:18; 1 Pet. 1:23) 
James 1:18 
By His own choice, He gave us a new birth by the message of truth so that we would be the firstfruits of His 
creatures. 
 
1 Peter 1:23 
since you have been born again—not of perishable seed but of imperishable—through the living and 
enduring word of God. 
 
(3) as the restoration of the entire creation to its final perfection (Matt. 19:28, KJV, ASV, NASB). In the 
last-named passage the word palingenesia, translated “regeneration” in the versions mentioned, and 
found in only one other New Testament passage (Titus 3:5), is used to describe the renewal of the entire 
universe—the “new heaven and new earth” of 2 Peter 3:13 and Revelation 21:1–4. 
Hoekema, A. A. (1994). Saved by Grace (pp. 93–112). Grand Rapids, MI; Cambridge, U.K.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. 
 
 

REGENERATION IN THREE SENSES 
The Bible speaks of regeneration in three different but related senses: (1) as the beginning of new spiritual life, 
implanted in us by the Holy Spirit, enabling us to repent and believe (John 3:3, 5); (2) as the first manifestation of the 
implanted new life (Jas. 1:18; 1 Pet. 1:23); and (3) as the restoration of the entire creation to its final perfection (Matt. 
19:28, KJV, ASV, NASB). In the last-named passage the word palingenesia, translated “regeneration” in the versions 
mentioned, and found in only one other New Testament passage (Titus 3:5), is used to describe the renewal of the 
entire universe—the “new heaven and new earth” of 2 Peter 3:13 and Revelation 21:1–4. 

In this chapter I will deal only with the first two senses described above. It should be noted that in earlier 
Reformed theology regeneration was viewed in a wider sense than it often is today. Calvin, for example, used the 
term to describe our total renewal, including conversion and sanctification. The Belgic Confession of 1561 also 
identifies regeneration with the Christian’s entire new life. Many seventeenth-century theologians equated 
regeneration with conversion. More recently, however, Reformed theologians have felt the need to distinguish 
between regeneration in the narrower sense (meaning [1] above) and the broader sense (meaning [2] above)—that 
is, between the implanting of new life by the Spirit and the first manifestations of that new life in conversion. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/svdgrchoekema?ref=Page.p+93&off=45344
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I plan now to deal with regeneration primarily in its narrower sense. In this sense regeneration may be defined 
as that work of the Holy Spirit whereby he initially brings persons into living union with Christ, changing their hearts 
so that they who were spiritually dead become spiritually alive, now able and willing to repent of sin, believe the 
gospel, and serve the Lord. 
 
 
“Regeneration is that supernatural  and instantaneous change wrought by the Holy Spirit in the nature of the 
individual who receives the Lord Jesus Christ.  It is not an evolutionary change, but a revolutionary one.”            
Harold M. Freligh 
 
Old Testament Reference: 
Ezekiel 11:19 
19 I will give them an undivided heart and put a new spirit in them; I will remove from them their heart of stone 
and give them a heart of flesh. 
 
Ezekiel 36:26-27 
26 I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove from you your heart of stone and give 
you a heart of flesh. 27 And I will put my Spirit in you and move you to follow my decrees and be careful to keep 
my laws. 
 
Ezekiel  37 :1-14  The Valley of Dry Bones 
 1 The hand of the LORD was on me, and he brought me out by the Spirit of the LORD and set me in the middle of a valley; it was 
full of bones. 2 He led me back and forth among them, and I saw a great many bones on the floor of the valley, bones that were 
very dry. 3 He asked me, “Son of man, can these bones 
live?”                                                                                                                         I said, “Sovereign LORD, you alone 
know.”                                                                                                                                       4 Then he said to me, “Prophesy to 
these bones and say to them, ‘Dry bones, hear the word of the LORD! 5 This is what the Sovereign LORD says to these bones: I 
will make breath[a] enter you, and you will come to life. 6 I will attach tendons to you and make flesh come upon you and cover 
you with skin; I will put breath in you, and you will come to life. Then you will know that I am the LORD.’” 
 7 So I prophesied as I was commanded. And as I was prophesying, there was a noise, a rattling sound, and the bones came 
together, bone to bone. 8 I looked, and tendons and flesh appeared on them and skin covered them, but there was no breath in 
them. 
 9 Then he said to me, “Prophesy to the breath; prophesy, son of man, and say to it, ‘This is what the Sovereign LORD says: 
Come, breath, from the four winds and breathe into these slain, that they may live.’” 10 So I prophesied as he commanded me, 
and breath entered them; they came to life and stood up on their feet—a vast army. 
 11 Then he said to me: “Son of man, these bones are the whole house of Israel. They say, ‘Our bones are dried up and our hope 
is gone; we are cut off.’ 12Therefore prophesy and say to them: ‘This is what the Sovereign LORD says: My people, I am going to 
open your graves and bring you up from them; I will bring you back to the land of Israel. 13 Then you, my people, will know that 
I am the LORD, when I open your graves and bring you up from them. 14 I will put my Spirit in you and you will live, and I will 
settle you in your own land. Then you will know that I the LORD have spoken, and I have done it, declares the LORD.’” 
1 Peter 1:23  
since you have been born again (A) —not of perishable seed (B) but of imperishable—through the living and 
enduring word of God. (C 
1Peter 1:3 
3 Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. (A) According to His great mercy, (B) He has given us a 
new birth (C) into a living hope (D) through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, (E 

James 1:18 
18 By His own choice, He gave us a new birth by the message of truth [a] so that we would be the firstfruits of His 
creatures 
2 Corinthians 5:17 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=ezekiel%2037&version=TNIV#fen-TNIV-21403a
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Jr23:29;1Pt1:23;&version=HCSB#cen-HCSB-en-HCSB-30571A
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Jr23:29;1Pt1:23;&version=HCSB#cen-HCSB-en-HCSB-30571B
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Jr23:29;1Pt1:23;&version=HCSB#cen-HCSB-en-HCSB-30571C
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1Pt1:3;1Jn2:29;&version=HCSB#cen-HCSB-30551A
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1Pt1:3;1Jn2:29;&version=HCSB#cen-HCSB-30551B
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1Pt1:3;1Jn2:29;&version=HCSB#cen-HCSB-30551C
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1Pt1:3;1Jn2:29;&version=HCSB#cen-HCSB-30551D
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1Pt1:3;1Jn2:29;&version=HCSB#cen-HCSB-30551E
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Jn1:13;3:3,7;Jms1:18;1Pt1:23;&version=HCSB#fen-HCSB-en-HCSB-en-HCSB-en-HCSB-30458a
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17 Therefore if anyone is (A)in Christ, [a]he is (B)a new creature; (C)the old things passed away; behold, new things 
have come. 
Romans 6:4 
4 Therefore we have been (A)buried with Him through baptism into death, so that as Christ was (B)raised from the 
dead through the (C)glory of the Father, so we too might walk in (D)newness of life. 
Galatians 6:15 
15 For (A)neither is circumcision anything, nor uncircumcision, but a (B)new[a]creation. 
 
Words used to describe Regeneration:  John 1:13, 3:5, 3:7, 3:8, 5:24; 2 Corinthians 5:17; Galatians 6:15; 
Ephesians 2:10, 4:24; 1 John 2:20, 3:9, 4:7, 5:1, 5:18 
 
What Regeneration is NOT:  Does not happen during water or HS baptism.  Not immediate perfection. 
 
2.) Who is the agent of Regeneration?  The Holy Spirit  
Titus 3:5 
5 he saved us, not because of righteous things we had done, but because of his mercy. He saved us through the 
washing of rebirth and renewal by the Holy Spirit, 
 
 John 3:6; 1 Corinthians 15:45; James 1:8; 1 Peter 1:23 
 
Final Regeneration? 
Matthew 19:28  
28 Jesus said to them, “Truly I tell you, at the renewal of all things, when the Son of Man sits on his glorious 
throne, you who have followed me will also sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel. 
 
 
 
3.)  Why do we need it?   
 
John 1:13; 3:3, 3:5, 3:8; 1 John 2:29, 3:9, 5:18, 4:7, 5:1 
1 Peter 1 
 1 Peter, an apostle of Jesus Christ, 
   To God’s elect, exiles scattered throughout the provinces of Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and 
Bithynia, 2 who have been chosen according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, through the sanctifying 
work of the Spirit, to be obedient to Jesus Christ and sprinkled with his blood: 
   Grace and peace be yours in abundance. 
Praise to God for a Living Hope 
 3 Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ! In his great mercy he has given us new birth into a 
living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, 4 and into an inheritance that can never 
perish, spoil or fade. This inheritance is kept in heaven for you, 5 who through faith are shielded by God’s power 
until the coming of the salvation that is ready to be revealed in the last time. 6 In all this you greatly rejoice, 
though now for a little while you may have had to suffer grief in all kinds of trials. 7 These have come so that 
your faith—of greater worth than gold, which perishes even though refined by fire—may be proved genuine and 
may result in praise, glory and honor when Jesus Christ is revealed. 8 Though you have not seen him, you love 
him; and even though you do not see him now, you believe in him and are filled with an inexpressible and 
glorious joy, 9 for you are receiving the end result of your faith, the salvation of your souls. 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2Cor5:17;1Pet1:23&version=NASB#cen-NASB-28895A
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2Cor5:17;1Pet1:23&version=NASB#fen-NASB-28895a
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2Cor5:17;1Pet1:23&version=NASB#cen-NASB-28895B
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2Cor5:17;1Pet1:23&version=NASB#cen-NASB-28895C
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John3:3;Rom6:4;Gal6:15&version=NASB#cen-NASB-en-NASB-28073A
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John3:3;Rom6:4;Gal6:15&version=NASB#cen-NASB-en-NASB-28073B
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John3:3;Rom6:4;Gal6:15&version=NASB#cen-NASB-en-NASB-28073C
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John3:3;Rom6:4;Gal6:15&version=NASB#cen-NASB-en-NASB-28073D
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John3:3;Rom6:4;Gal6:15&version=NASB#cen-NASB-en-NASB-en-NASB-29204A
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John3:3;Rom6:4;Gal6:15&version=NASB#cen-NASB-en-NASB-en-NASB-29204B
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John3:3;Rom6:4;Gal6:15&version=NASB#fen-NASB-en-NASB-en-NASB-29204a
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 10 Concerning this salvation, the prophets, who spoke of the grace that was to come to you, searched intently 
and with the greatest care, 11 trying to find out the time and circumstances to which the Spirit of Christ in them 
was pointing when he predicted the sufferings of Christ and the glories that would follow. 12 It was revealed to 
them that they were not serving themselves but you, when they spoke of the things that have now been told you 
by those who have preached the gospel to you by the Holy Spirit sent from heaven. Even angels long to look into 
these things. 
 
4.) What is our response? 
Be Holy  
 13 Therefore, with minds that are alert and fully sober, set your hope on the grace to be brought to you when 
Jesus Christ is revealed at his coming. 14 As obedient children, do not conform to the evil desires you had when 
you lived in ignorance. 15 But just as he who called you is holy, so be holy in all you do; 16 for it is written: “Be 
holy, because I am holy.”[a] 
 17 Since you call on a Father who judges each person’s work impartially, live out your time as foreigners here 
in reverent fear. 18 For you know that it was not with perishable things such as silver or gold that you were 
redeemed from the empty way of life handed down to you from your ancestors, 19 but with the precious blood of 
Christ, a lamb without blemish or defect. 20 He was chosen before the creation of the world, but was revealed in 
these last times for your sake. 21 Through him you believe in God, who raised him from the dead and glorified 
him, and so your faith and hope are in God. 
 22 Now that you have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you have sincere love for each other, love 
one another deeply, from the heart.[b] 23 For you have been born again, not of perishable seed, but of 
imperishable, through the living and enduring word of God. 24 For, 
   “All people are like grass,  
   and all their glory is like the flowers of the field;  
the grass withers and the flowers fall,  
 25 but the word of the Lord endures forever.”[c] 
   And this is the word that was preached to you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NoTEs: 
 
THIS IS REFORMED THEOLOGY/CALVINISM: 
Some good phraseology but strongly disagree with process.  Man has freewill in order to make choices.  “Choose this day 
whom you will serve!”  God cannot, will not, ignore our freewill when it comes to relationship with Him.  We must want 
it, not have it dropped on us.  We make a choice.  Conversion comes BEFORE Regeneration. Pr. Orleen 

The theological standpoint represented in this book is that of evangelical Christianity from the Reformed or Calvinistic 
perspective. Reformed soteriology has much in common with other evangelical soteriologies, but it does have certain 
distinctive emphases. Among these emphases are the following: 

(1) The decisive factor in determining who is to be saved from sin is not the decisions of the human beings concerned, 
but the sovereign grace of God—though human decision does play a significant role in the process. 

(2) The application of salvation to God’s people has its roots in God’s eternal decree, according to which he has chosen 
his people to eternal life, not on the basis of any merits on their part, but solely out of his good pleasure. 

(3) Though all who hear the gospel message are invited to accept Christ and his salvation, and are earnestly summoned 
to such acceptance, the saving grace of God in the strict sense of the word is not universal but particular, being bestowed 
only on God’s elect (those who have been chosen by him in Christ to salvation). 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20peter%201&version=TNIV#fen-TNIV-30375a
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20peter%201&version=TNIV#fen-TNIV-30381b
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20peter%201&version=TNIV#fen-TNIV-30384c
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(4) God’s saving grace is therefore both efficacious and unlosable. This does not mean that, left to themselves, believers 
could not drift away from God, but it does mean that God will not permit his chosen ones to lose their salvation. The spiritual 
security of believers, therefore, depends primarily not on their hold of God but on God’s hold of them. 

(5) Although the application of salvation to God’s people involves, in the aspects distinct from regeneration in the 
narrower sense, human willing and working, this application is nevertheless primarily the work of the Holy Spirit. 

These distinctive emphases shape Reformed soteriology all along the line. While stressing the sovereignty of God’s 
grace in the application of salvation, however, Reformed theology does not negate human responsibility in the process of 
salvation.7 

CHAPTER 7 
Regeneration 

CHRISTIANS ARE NOT JUST “NICE PEOPLE”; THEY ARE, OR ARE SUPPOSED to be, new people. C. S. Lewis in his Mere 
Christianity, borrowing two Greek words, distinguishes between two kinds of life: Bios and Zōē. Bios is the kind of life 
every person has—biological life, which is kept going by food, air, and water, but which eventually ends in death. Zōē, 
on the other hand, is spiritual life, the kind of life God gives us when we are born again—life that lasts forever. These 
two kinds of life, Lewis goes on to say, are not only different; they are actually opposed to each other. Bios is basically 
self-centered, whereas Zōē is God-centered and other-centered. 

This leads us to a consideration of our next topic: regeneration, or the new birth—God’s bestowal of what Lewis 
calls Zōē. This is a most important topic, since it deals with the very beginning of the process of salvation. 

REGENERATION IN THREE SENSES 
The Bible speaks of regeneration in three different but related senses: (1) as the beginning of new spiritual life, 
implanted in us by the Holy Spirit, enabling us to repent and believe (John 3:3, 5); (2) as the first manifestation of the 
implanted new life (Jas. 1:18; 1 Pet. 1:23); and (3) as the restoration of the entire creation to its final perfection (Matt. 
19:28, KJV, ASV, NASB). In the last-named passage the word palingenesia, translated “regeneration” in the versions 
mentioned, and found in only one other New Testament passage (Titus 3:5), is used to describe the renewal of the 
entire universe—the “new heaven and new earth” of 2 Peter 3:13 and Revelation 21:1–4. 

In this chapter I will deal only with the first two senses described above. It should be noted that in earlier 
Reformed theology regeneration was viewed in a wider sense than it often is today. Calvin, for example, used the 
term to describe our total renewal, including conversion and sanctification. The Belgic Confession of 1561 also 
identifies regeneration with the Christian’s entire new life. Many seventeenth-century theologians equated 
regeneration with conversion. More recently, however, Reformed theologians have felt the need to distinguish 
between regeneration in the narrower sense (meaning [1] above) and the broader sense (meaning [2] above)—that 
is, between the implanting of new life by the Spirit and the first manifestations of that new life in conversion. 

I plan now to deal with regeneration primarily in its narrower sense. In this sense regeneration may be defined 
as that work of the Holy Spirit whereby he initially brings persons into living union with Christ, changing their hearts 
so that they who were spiritually dead become spiritually alive, now able and willing to repent of sin, believe the 
gospel, and serve the Lord. 

BIBLICAL TEACHING ON HUMAN DEPRAVITY 
As has often been said, one’s doctrine of man is determinative for his or her doctrine of salvation. Nowhere is this 
more true than in the consideration of regeneration. For our understanding of regeneration hinges on our conception 
of human depravity. If human beings today are not depraved at all, regeneration or new spiritual life is not really 
necessary. If human depravity is thought of as being only partial—that is, if fallen man is conceived of as still having 
the ability to turn to God in faith apart from a special working of the Holy Spirit—regeneration will be understood in 
a way quite different than if “natural” (or unregenerate) human nature be thought of as totally depraved. If, however, 
human beings are seen as being totally or pervasively depraved—that is, as totally unable to turn to God in faith apart 
from a special working of the Spirit—one’s understanding of the nature of regeneration will be different still. 

 
7 Hoekema, A. A. (1994). Saved by Grace (pp. 3–4). Grand Rapids, MI; Cambridge, U.K.: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company. 
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The Bible clearly teaches that human beings are indeed totally or pervasively depraved. We note briefly some of 
the passages which teach this. According to Jeremiah 17:9, “The heart is deceitful above all things and beyond cure. 
Who can understand it?” As little as the Ethiopian can change his skin, or the leopard can change its spots, so little 
can the people of Israel do good, who are accustomed to doing evil (Jer. 13:23). 

The New Testament teaches the pervasive depravity of fallen human nature in unmistakable terms. In Romans 
7:18 Paul, describing his unregenerate state, says, “I know that nothing good lives in me, that is, in my sinful nature. 
For I have the desire to do what is good, but cannot carry it out.” In the next chapter his description is even more 
vivid: “The sinful mind [the mind of man or woman by nature] is hostile to God. It does not submit to God’s law, nor 
can it do so. Those controlled by the sinful nature cannot please God” (Rom. 8:7–8). “The man without the Spirit 
[unregenerate man] does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him, and 
he cannot understand them, because they are spiritually discerned” (1 Cor. 2:14). 

Jesus had already said to the unbelieving Jews who were listening to him, “No one can come to me unless the 
Father who sent me draws him” (John 6:44). Not willing to grant that we are only sick or half alive spiritually by 
nature, Paul tells the Ephesians, “As for you, you were dead in your transgressions and sins” (Eph. 2:1). A few verses 
later, however, he goes on to affirm, “But because of his great love for us, God, who is rich in mercy, made us alive 
with Christ even when we were dead in transgressions” (vv. 4–5). 

Since this is our condition by nature, it is abundantly clear that we can no more give ourselves or help give 
ourselves spiritual life than a corpse can give itself biological life. In the light of the biblical description of fallen human 
nature, regeneration must be understood, not as an act in which God and man work together, but as the work of God 
alone. 

BIBLICAL TEACHING ON REGENERATION 
What does the Bible teach about regeneration? Already in the Old Testament we are taught that only God can bring 
about the radical change which is necessary to enable fallen human beings again to do what is pleasing in his sight. 
In Deuteronomy 30:6 we find our spiritual renewal figuratively described as a circumcision of the heart: “The LORD 
your God will circumcise your hearts and the hearts of your descendants, so that you may love him with all your heart 
and with all your soul, and live.” Since the heart is the inner core of the person, the passage teaches that God must 
cleanse us within before we can truly love him. What we would call regeneration is described by Jeremiah in these 
words: “I will put my law in their minds and write it on their hearts” (31:33). Ezekiel uses a figure to describe 
regeneration which, though reflecting Old Testament modes of thought, we still often use today: “I will give you a 
new heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove from you your heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh” (36:26; 
cf. 11:19). Here God, through Ezekiel, promises the Babylonian exiles that in the future he will renew them within. 

The New Testament provides us with fuller and richer teaching on regeneration than does the Old. In the Synoptic 
Gospels the word “regeneration” is not used in the sense of “new birth.” The thought is, however, present. When 
Jesus says, “Every good tree bears good fruit, but a bad tree bears bad fruit” (Matt. 7:17), he implies that the tree 
must be made good before it can bear good fruit. When he affirms, “Every plant that my heavenly Father has not 
planted will be pulled up by the roots” (Matt. 15:13), he implies that those plants which his heavenly Father has 
planted will not be uprooted. Statements such as these clearly suggest the necessity of regeneration. 

No New Testament writer refers more frequently to regeneration or the new birth than does the Apostle John. 
We look first at John 1:12–13: 

(12) To all who received him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the right to become children of God—
(13) children born not of natural descent, nor of human decision or a husband’s will, but born of God. 

Arminian theologians often quote verse 12 to prove that faith must precede regeneration: “To those who believed in 
his name he gave the right to become children of God.” But we must not separate verse 12 from verse 13. The latter 
verse tells us that being children of God is not the result of natural descent or human decision, but of divine activity 
alone. It is, of course, true that those who believed in Christ did receive the right to become children of God—but 
behind their faith was the miraculous deed of God whereby they were spiritually reborn. They were born not of man 
but of God. 
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Perhaps no New Testament chapter teaches the sovereignty of God’s activity in regeneration as clearly as does 
the third chapter of John’s Gospel. Nicodemus, a Pharisee, a ruler of the Jews, came to Jesus by night. His introductory 
statement evidenced high regard for Jesus as a teacher but a lack of understanding of Christ’s real mission: “Rabbi, 
we know you are a teacher who has come from God. For no one could perform the miraculous signs you are doing if 
God were not with him” (John 3:2). Jesus’ reply (in v. 3) sounds the keynote of the entire discussion: “I tell you the 
truth, no one can see the kingdom of God unless he is born again” (or “from above,” mg.; Gk. gennēthē anōthen). 
Gennēthē is an aorist passive form of gennaō, which may mean either “to beget” or “to be born.” The versions 
commonly render the verb here in the second sense, “be born”; verse 4 indicates that this is the sense that was here 
intended. Anōthen literally means “from above”; it may also mean “again” or “anew.” In John’s Gospel the word 
anōthen is used three times in chapter 3 (in vv. 3, 7, and 31); it is also used in 19:11 and 19:23. In the last three 
instances it unquestionably means “from above.” I conclude that here in verse 3, as well as in verse 7, Jesus’ words 
should be translated, “born from above.” The expression would then include the thought that one must be born 
again, but would point specifically to the fact that this new birth is a birth from above. 

Jesus is here telling Nicodemus that he cannot even begin to see the Kingdom of God which the former is ushering 
in, and the spiritual realities of that kingdom, unless he has been born from above. The aorist form of the verb, 
gennēthē, indicates that this new birth is a single occurrence, happening once for all. The passive voice of the verb 
tells us that this is an occurrence in which human beings are wholly passive. In fact, the very verb used, even apart 
from the passive voice, tells us the same thing. We did not choose to be born; we had nothing to do with our being 
born. We were completely passive in our natural birth. So it is also with our spiritual birth. The adverb anōthen tells 
us further that this new birth is a birth from above: a birth from heaven, in distinction from an ordinary birth which 
is from the earth. 

Summing up, from verse 3 we learn that regeneration is absolutely necessary if one is to see the Kingdom of God, 
and that it is a change in which human beings are completely passive—as passive as they are in their natural birth. 
We also learn from verse 3 that this new birth is from above—that it must therefore be brought about by a 
supernatural and superhuman agency. 

After Nicodemus had expressed his amazement, and had asked his question about the possibility of entering a 
second time into his mother’s womb, Jesus replied, “I tell you the truth, no one can enter the kingdom of God unless 
he is born of water and the Spirit” (v. 5). Though some interpreters see in the word “water” a reference to baptism, 
it seems more likely that water should here be understood as a symbol of inner purification, as it often was in the Old 
Testament. The expression “born of … the Spirit” designates the divine agent of this new birth: the Holy Spirit. Though 
previously Jesus had only said that this was a birth “from above,” here he specifically identifies the divine author. In 
this new birth we are therefore utterly dependent on the sovereign activity of the Spirit of God. 

When we come to verse 6 we must resist the temptation to interpret the word “flesh” (sarx) in the usual Pauline 
sense, as meaning human nature totally enslaved by sin. For John the word “flesh” often means “the physical 
weakness inseparable from human existence,” and that is what it seems to mean here. So when Jesus affirms, “That 
which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit” (v. 6, RSV), he is saying that what is 
merely born physically continues to be unregenerate human nature and nothing more, whereas what is born of the 
Holy Spirit is spiritual in its essence. One can pass from the lower level to the higher only through a supernatural new 
birth. Regeneration, in other words, brings about a radical change in our nature. 

“You should not be surprised at my saying, ‘You must be born again’ ” (v. 7). These words are often understood 
as meaning that we must do something in our own strength in order to be born again. But this is not what Jesus 
meant. He was telling Nicodemus here that he and all others (the second “you” is in the plural) need to be born from 
above (anōthen) in order to see and enter into his kingdom. 

In verse 8 Jesus describes both the sovereignty and the mystery of the action of the Spirit in regeneration: “The 
wind blows wherever it pleases. You hear its sound, but you cannot tell where it comes from or where it is going. So 
it is with everyone born of the Spirit.” The action of the Spirit in regenerating people is as sovereign as the wind which 
blows wherever it pleases. But this action is also deeply mysterious, as are the movements of the wind. Yet, Jesus 
goes on to say, “you hear its sound”—did Jesus and Nicodemus perhaps hear a gust of wind at this point? You don’t 
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understand the movements of the wind, but you can hear its sound. Similarly, you don’t understand the mysteries of 
the new birth, but you can tell from certain outward signs whether you have been born again. What these outward 
signs are we shall learn when we look at John’s first epistle. 

Summing up again, from verses 5 to 8 we have learned that the divine agent of regeneration is the Holy Spirit, 
that the new life received in this new birth is radically different from mere biological life, and that, though 
regeneration is a mysterious happening, we can know that it has occurred through observing its fruits. 

What does Paul teach about regeneration? In Paul’s writings the word “regeneration” (palingenesia) occurs only 
once, in Titus 3:5, “He saved us … by the washing of regeneration and renewal in the Holy Spirit” (RSV). In John 3 
regeneration was pictured as a new birth or a birth from above; here we have a similar figure: palingenesia, from 
palin, meaning “again,” and genesia, meaning “genesis” or “birth.” The word points to a new beginning. The 
expression “the washing of regeneration” is probably an allusion to baptism, pointing to the spiritual reality for which 
baptism stands. The words “renewal in the Holy Spirit” tell us that regeneration involves not only purification from 
sin but also a spiritual renewal which is wrought in us by the Spirit and which continues in the process of sanctification. 

Though this is the only place where Paul uses the word “regeneration,” allusions to regeneration in his letters are 
frequent. In Ephesians 2:5 Paul affirms that when we were dead in transgressions, God made us alive together with 
Christ. In Ephesians 2:10 and 2 Corinthians 5:17 Paul uses a new figure for regeneration: it is such a startlingly different 
kind of existence that it can only be compared to a new creation: “For we are God’s workmanship, created in Christ 
Jesus”; “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation.” From these Pauline statements we learn that 
regeneration is the fruit of the Spirit’s purifying and renewing activity, that it is equivalent to making dead persons 
alive, that it takes place in union with Christ, and that it means that we now become part of God’s wondrous new 
creation. 

Peter also deals with regeneration in his first epistle. He uses the word anagennaō, which could mean either “to 
beget again” or “to cause to be born again”: “In his great mercy he has given us new birth into a living hope through 
the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead” (1 Pet. 1:3). Peter here ties in regeneration both with Christ’s 
resurrection and with our hope. We were made to be born again, he says, through the resurrection of Jesus Christ 
from the dead. Christ’s resurrection is indeed the source of our new spiritual life; since God made us alive together 
with Christ, our new life is a sharing of Christ’s resurrection life. Through this wondrous event we have been born 
again into a living hope—a hope that we shall someday enter into an inheritance that can never perish, spoil, or fade 
(v. 4). Peter thus sees regeneration in an eschatological perspective: the beginning of our new life in Christ opens up 
a glorious vista of our eternal inheritance. 

John makes a number of references to regeneration in his first epistle. These passages all stress that regeneration 
is bound to reveal itself in certain specific types of behavior. From 1 John 2:29 we learn that the regenerate person 
is one who keeps on doing right things: “If you know that he is righteous, you know that everyone who does what is 
right has been born of him.” The verb translated “has been born” is in the perfect tense (gegennētai), indicating that 
this person has been regenerated in the past and continues to show evidence of that regeneration in the present. 

From 1 John 3:9 we gather that one who has been regenerated does not continually live in sin: “No one who is 
born of God will continue to sin, because God’s seed remains in him; he cannot go on sinning, because he has been 
born of God.” “Continue to sin” translates hamartian ou poiei; the present tense of the verb describes continued 
action. The meaning is: does not keep on doing and enjoying sin, with complete abandon. “Cannot go on sinning” is 
a rendering of ou dynatai hamartanein; the verb for “sinning” is again in the present tense. What John means is: he 
or she is not able to keep on sinning with enjoyment, to keep on living in sin. “The believer may fall into sin, but he 
will not walk in it.” 

1 John 4:7 tells us that one who has been regenerated loves his or her fellow believer: “Dear friends, let us love 
one another, for love comes from God. Everyone who loves has been born of God and knows God.” The word for 
“love” used here, agapaō, points to a self-giving love, the kind of love exemplified by Christ. Someone who has been 
born again, John is saying here, keeps on loving fellow believers unselfishly. 
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In 1 John 5:1 we read that the regenerated person is one who has faith: “Everyone who believes that Jesus is the 
Christ is born of God [literally, has been born of God].” In opposition to the views of those who claim that faith must 
precede regeneration, this passage tells us that faith is the outward evidence of regeneration. 

From 1 John 5:4 we learn that one who has been regenerated overcomes the world: “For everyone born of God 
overcomes the world.” “World” here, as often in John’s epistles, means the world at enmity with God, as the source 
of temptation and sin. In 2:15 John warns his readers: “Do not love the world or anything in the world.” In the passage 
before us, however, John assures us that those who have been born again will not be defeated by the world’s 
temptations but will win the victory. 

John affirms in 1 John 5:18 that the regenerate person is so guarded by Christ that he or she does not fall away 
from the faith: “We know that anyone born of God does not continue to sin (ouch hamartanei; the verb is again in 
the present tense); the one who was born of God keeps him safe, and the evil one cannot harm him.” As in 3:9 John 
here tells us again that the born-again person does not continue to live in sin. By “the one who was born of God” 
John means Christ, who was the Son of God in a unique way. Christ guards the regenerate person so that the devil 
cannot harm him or her—cannot administer a deadly wound (Calvin). A person who has been born from above, in 
other words, will not fall away from grace, since he or she is kept from doing so by Christ. 

From John’s first epistle we have learned that the regenerate person is someone whose outward life is marked 
by the following characteristics: he or she does what is right, does not continue to live in sin, loves his or her fellow 
believer, believes that Jesus is the Christ, and keeps on overcoming the world. If, therefore, someone should ask, 
How can I know whether I have been regenerated? the person should be told to look for these evidences, since John 
tells us that these are the marks of a person who has been born again. 

We sum up now what we have learned from our biblical study of regeneration: regeneration is a radical change 
from spiritual death to spiritual life, brought about in us by the Holy Spirit—a change in which we are completely 
passive. This change involves an inner renewal of our nature, is a fruit of God’s sovereign grace, and takes place in 
union with Christ. 

On the basis of this exegetical study, we must affirm strongly that regeneration in the sense in which we have 
been discussing it (as the implanting of new spiritual life) is not an act in which human beings cooperate with God, 
but an act of which God is the sole author. Regeneration, in other words, is “monergistic,” the work of God alone, 
not “synergistic,”17 something which is accomplished by God and man working together. We saw that regeneration 
is described in John’s Gospel and first epistle by means of verbs in the passive voice: gennēthē, gennēthēnai, 
gegennētai, gegennēmenos. We have noted the striking figure found in Ephesians 2:5, “God … made us alive with 
Christ even when we were dead in transgressions.” How, now, could dead people make themselves alive? How could 
dead people cooperate with God in making themselves alive? Regeneration, the Bible teaches, is a work of God in 
which human beings are passive. From these biblical teachings about regeneration we learn God’s total sovereignty 
in soteriology: our salvation is God’s work from the very beginning. Therefore to him be all the praise! 

THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF REGENERATION 
Regeneration is deeply mysterious—first, because it is by definition a supernatural work of God; second, because we 
can never observe or experience regeneration; we can only observe its effects. Understanding regeneration in the 
narrower sense, as the implanting of new life, we can never be certain when it occurs; we can only deduce from 
certain evidences with greater or lesser certainty (greater with respect to ourselves, lesser with respect to others) 
that it has occurred. 

I should like to make three comments about the essential nature of regeneration: 
(1) Regeneration is an instantaneous change. It is not a gradual process, like progressive sanctification. How can 

it be, if it is the change from spiritual death to spiritual life? We think again of Ephesians 2:5, where regeneration is 
described as the making alive of dead sinners; the verb there translated “made us alive with Christ,” synezōopoiēsen, 
is in the aorist tense, signifying momentary or snapshot action. In Acts 16:14 we read about the conversion of Lydia: 
“The Lord opened her heart to respond to Paul’s message.” The opening of the heart obviously describes 
regeneration. The verb rendered “opened” (diēnoixen) is also in the aorist tense. Though we cannot be sure when 
regeneration occurs, it must be instantaneous, since there is no middle position between death and life. 
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(2) Regeneration is a supernatural change. The Arminians (then called Remonstrants) at the Synod of Dort 
contended that regeneration was a change brought about by moral persuasion. The synod rejected this position as 
being Pelagian and unbiblical: 

The Synod rejects the errors of those … who teach that the grace by which we are converted to God [here the 
word “conversion” is used as a synonym for “regeneration”] is nothing but a gentle persuasion, or (as others 
explain it) that the way of God’s acting in man’s conversion that is most noble and suited to human nature is that 
which happens by persuasion.… 
The way in which the theologians of Dort answered the Arminians and set forth what they deemed to be the 

Scriptural view of regeneration is worth quoting: 
This is the regeneration, the new creation, the raising from the dead and the making alive so clearly proclaimed 
in the Scriptures, which God works in us without our help. But this certainly does not happen only by outward 
teaching, by moral persuasion, or by such a way of working that, after God has done his work, it remains in man’s 
power whether or not to be reborn or converted. Rather, it is an entirely supernatural work, one that is at the 
same time most powerful and most pleasing, a marvelous, hidden, and inexpressible work, which is not lesser 
than or inferior in power to that of creation or of raising the dead, as Scripture … teaches. 
(3) Regeneration is a radical change. Since the term “radical” comes from the Latin word for “root” (radix), this 

means that regeneration is a change at the very root of our nature. 
(a) Regeneration means the giving or “implanting” of new spiritual life. As we saw earlier, human beings are by 

nature spiritually dead (Eph. 2:1, 5; Col. 2:13; Rom. 8:7–8). It is at the moment of regeneration that the dead sinner 
becomes spiritually alive, that resistance to God is changed to non-resistance, and that hatred for God is changed to 
love. Regeneration means that the person who was outside of Christ is now in Christ. Hence this is a radical, not just 
a superficial change. 

(b) Regeneration is a change which affects the whole person. Most Reformed theologians opposed the view of 
John Cameron (1579–1625), a French theologian, that the Holy Spirit in regenerating a person merely illumines the 
mind or intellect in such a way that the will inevitably follows the guidance of the intellect in moral and spiritual 
matters. Not only does this view represent an erroneous type of faculty psychology; it is also quite unrealistic. I may 
be thoroughly convinced in my mind that a certain course of action is proper, but if I am still “dead in transgressions 
and sins,” I will never follow that right course of action. The Arminians at the Synod of Dort also had an inadequate 
view of the role of the will in regeneration when they insisted that man’s will was not at all affected by sin, so that all 
that was necessary was the removal of certain hindrances to the proper functioning of the will: “the darkness of the 
mind and the unruliness of the emotions.” 

Over against these inadequate conceptions, Reformed theologians insisted that regeneration is a total change—
a change which involves the whole person. In Scriptural terms, regeneration means the giving of a new heart. And 
the heart in Scripture stands for the inner core of the person, the center of all activities, the fountain out of which all 
the streams of mental and spiritual experiences flow: thinking, feeling, willing, believing, praying, praising, and so on. 
It is this fountain which is renewed in regeneration. It should be added, however, that this does not mean the removal 
of all sinful tendencies. Though regenerated persons are new, they are not yet perfect. 

(c) Regeneration is a change which takes place below consciousness. This is evident, first, from the way the 
Scriptures describe our natural state. If we are, as the Bible says, by nature dead in sin, corrupt, not subject to God’s 
law, not able to accept the things that come from the Spirit of God, we cannot consciously decide to change ourselves 
into the opposite of our natural state. We must be changed at the very root of our being, in a supernatural way. 
Hence this must be a change in what psychologists would call the subconscious—a change which, however, is bound 
to reveal itself in our conscious life. 

Further, that this change takes place below consciousness is also evident from the terms used in the Bible to 
describe regeneration: “I will give you a new heart”; “unless he is born from above”; “that which is born of the flesh 
is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit”; “made us alive with Christ.” Expressions of this sort denote a 
transformation so radical that it must be a change in the subconscious roots of our being. In regeneration in the 
narrower sense, therefore, we are not active but passive. 
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“IRRESISTIBLE GRACE” 
It is commonly said that Calvinists believe in “irresistible grace.” This expression is, in fact, part of the “TULIP” 
acronym, which stands for the so-called “Five Points of Calvinism”: Total depravity, Unconditional election, Limited 
atonement, Irresistible grace, and Perseverance of the saints. The term “irresistible grace” conveys an important 
biblical truth. As we saw, regeneration is monergistic and not synergistic. It is not a work in which God and man 
cooperate, but it is the work of God alone. All that was said about the natural state of fallen human beings, about 
effectual calling, and about the way in which God regenerates his people supports the affirmation that the grace 
which regenerates us is indeed irresistible. 

Objections, however, have been raised against the use of the expression “irresistible grace.” The first objection 
is that this term suggests a kind of overpowering domination on God’s part, giving the impression that God violates 
our wills and deals with us as if we were things instead of persons. A second objection is the contention that God’s 
grace may indeed sometimes be resisted—does not the Bible speak of those who resisted the Holy Spirit (Acts 7:51)? 

These objections, however, can be answered. I dealt with the first objection earlier, in connection with effectual 
calling. In reply to the contention that God violates our wills in regeneration, we may say that since we are by nature 
dead in sin, our wills need to be renewed so that we may again serve God as we should. God’s action in regenerating 
us, therefore, is no more a violation of our wills than is the artificial respiration applied to a person whose breathing 
has stopped. Herman Bavinck has put it well: God’s [effectual] calling “is so powerful that it cannot be conquered, 
and yet so loving that it excludes all force.”24 Or listen to C. S. Lewis: “The hardness of God is kinder than the softness 
of men, and His compulsion is our liberation.” 

In connection with the second objection, it should be noted that the expression “irresistible grace” did not 
originate with the Calvinists. It was the Remonstrants (or Arminians) at the Synod of Dort (1618–19) who used this 
expression, which they had gotten from the Jesuits, to characterize the Reformed position on regeneration. Bavinck 
goes on to say that Reformed theologians did not wish to deny that God’s grace was often resisted. Therefore they 
preferred to speak of “invincible” or “unconquerable” grace, or to say that God’s saving grace was “finally 
irresistible.”27 The grace of God may indeed be resisted, but it will not be successfully resisted by those whom God 
has chosen in Christ to salvation from before the creation of the world. As Cornelius Plantinga aptly says, “Nobody 
can finally hold out against God’s grace. Nobody can outlast Him. Every elect person comes … to ‘give in and admit 
that God is God.’ ” 

REGENERATION RELATED TO OTHER DOCTRINES 
(1) The relation between regeneration and effectual calling. Some Reformed theologians wish to distinguish between 
regeneration and effectual calling. Louis Berkhof, for example, prefers to say that effectual calling follows 
regeneration in the narrower sense. John Murray, however, thinks that it is best to say that effectual calling precedes 
regeneration.30 

I prefer to think of regeneration (in the narrower sense) and effectual calling as identical. There is precedent for 
this view. Seventeenth-century theology generally identified the two. More recently the same position was taken by 
Augustus Hopkins Strong32 and Herman Bavinck. Since effectual calling is the sovereign work of God whereby he 
enables the hearer of the gospel call to respond in repentance and faith, it is not different from regeneration. These 
two expressions describe the change from spiritual death to spiritual life by means of different figures: the bestowal 
of new life (regeneration) or the bestowal of the ability to respond to the gospel call in faith (effectual calling). 

We may note that these two are parallel in that both are new beginnings which lead to continuing spiritual 
growth. Regeneration issues in conversion and leads to a life of obedience and consecration. Effectual calling, as we 
saw above, summons us to a distinctive kind of life: a life of fellowship with Christ, holiness, freedom, and peace. 

(2) The relation between regeneration and conversion. Regeneration, in the narrower sense in which we have 
been discussing it, must not be identified with conversion but distinguished from it. Regeneration leads to and issues 
in conversion (that is, in faith and repentance). Putting it the other way, conversion is the outward evidence that 
regeneration has taken place. 

By way of illustration, we look again at Acts 16:14: 
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One of those listening (ēkouen, imperfect) was a woman named Lydia, a dealer in purple cloth from the city of 
Thyatira, who was a worshiper of God. The Lord opened (diēnoixen, aorist) her heart to respond (prosechein, 
present) to Paul’s message. 

Since the heart stands for the inner core of the person, we may assume that the opening of the heart describes 
regeneration. This led Lydia to respond believingly to what Paul was saying—to accept it, to embrace it, and to act 
upon it. This type of response is what we call conversion. Note the tenses used by Luke: while Lydia was listening to 
Paul (continuing action), the Lord in a moment of time opened her heart (snapshot action), so that she now began to 
give heed (continuing action) to what Paul was saying. 

Regeneration and conversion, as in Lydia’s case, occur simultaneously. But causally regeneration must be “prior” 
to conversion. One can only respond in repentance and faith after God has given new life. The situation can be 
compared to what happens when we turn on the faucet and the water starts running: the turning on of the faucet 
and the running of the water are simultaneous, but, in causal terms, the faucet must be turned on before the water 
starts running. 

Regeneration, therefore, as we learned from the first epistle of John, will make itself felt in the new direction of 
our lives. This new life will result in “new views of God, of Christ, of sin, of holiness, of the world, of the gospel, and 
of the life to come.” 

(3) The relation between regeneration and sanctification. In one sense the two are identical. As I hope to show 
later, there is a sense in which sanctification is definitive. Definitive sanctification occurs at a point in time rather than 
along a time line; it means that at a certain moment we die to sin and are raised with Christ. It does not mean being 
able to live in sinless perfection, but it does mean that those who are in Christ have made a decisive and irreversible 
break with sin as the sphere in which they live, and are now enabled to serve God in the newness of the Holy Spirit. 
When sanctification is thus understood, it is identical with regeneration. 

More commonly, however, sanctification is thought of as a lifelong process. When sanctification is seen in this 
way, regeneration must be understood to be the beginning of sanctification. Regeneration is not a process but is 
instantaneous; however, it leads to a life of growth in holiness and obedience. Such growth is one of the blessings of 
sanctification. In this sense, then, regeneration is the first step in progressive sanctification. The two are related to 
each other as initial newness and progressive newness. 

We should not fail to note here that regeneration has a social aspect. We often think of being “born again” as 
referring primarily to “personal salvation” in an individualistic sense. But we must remember that regeneration makes 
us members of the body of Christ. It therefore has social implications. It means that we owe love to one another as 
fellow members of Christ. Peter ties this in with our regeneration: “Love one another deeply, from the heart. For you 
have been born again” (1 Pet. 1:22–23). And Paul extends this obligation of love to all whom our lives may touch: 
“Therefore, as we have opportunity, let us do good to all people, especially to those who belong to the family of 
believers” (Gal. 6:10). 

(4) The relation between regeneration and baptism. The New Testament often associates baptism with new 
spiritual life. Paul does so in Romans 6:3–4: “Don’t you know that all of us who were baptized into Christ Jesus were 
baptized into his death? We were therefore buried with him through baptism into death in order that, just as Christ 
was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, we too may live a new life.” He also does so in Colossians 
2:11–12, “In him [Christ] you were also circumcised, in the putting off of the sinful nature, … having been buried with 
him in baptism.” Peter, in fact, affirms that the water of the flood “symbolizes baptism that now saves you also”—
presumably, from sin (1 Pet. 3:21). 

Some churches, indeed, teach baptismal regeneration. This, for example, is the official teaching of the Roman 
Catholic Church: “Other effects of Baptism are the remission of original and actual sin and of the punishment due to 
them (Denzinger, 1316) and regeneration in Christ or adopted sonship.” Lutherans also teach baptismal regeneration. 
This is how one Lutheran systematic theologian explains this teaching: 

Baptism is a means imparting the remission of sins.… Baptism … is a means to awaken and strengthen faith and 
therefore also a washing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost (Tit. 3:5).… Observe also that even as 
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the remission of sin and regeneration are bestowed through Baptism as a means, … so also the implantation into 
the body of Christ … is wrought, and not merely portrayed, by the Holy Ghost through Baptism. 

Both Roman Catholics and Lutherans, however, teach that the regeneration received in baptism may again be lost. 
The Reformed view of the sacraments, however, is that they are “holy signs and seals for us to see. They were 

instituted by God so that by our use of them he might make us understand more clearly the promise of the gospel, 
and might put his seal on that promise.” In Reformed theology baptism is not considered a means whereby 
regeneration is bestowed, but rather a sign and seal of our regeneration: “Baptism is a sacrament of the New 
Testament … to be unto him [the person baptized] a sign and seal of the covenant of grace, of his ingrafting into 
Christ, of regeneration, of remission of sins, and of his giving up unto God, through Jesus Christ, to walk in newness 
of life.…” 

Baptism, therefore, does not automatically bring about regeneration, but it pictures (its function as a sign) and 
confirms (its function as a seal) that blessing. For those baptized as adults, it confirms the blessing as these adults 
continue to accept by faith God’s promise of new life in Christ presented in the gospel. For those baptized as infants, 
the sacrament confirms the blessing as they later on accept by faith what their baptism stood for. 

REGENERATION AND THE PREACHER 
We now face a problem. If regeneration, as has been shown, is totally the work of God and not in any sense the work 
of man, what can the preacher do about it? He may tell his hearers that they must be born again (John 3:7). But he 
cannot urge them to regenerate themselves, since they cannot do this. Neither can he urge them to become 
regenerated, since only the Holy Spirit can bestow regeneration. How, then, must the preacher handle the doctrine 
of regeneration? 

By way of reply, I would like at this point to discuss the relation between regeneration and the word. Regeneration 
usually occurs during the preaching, teaching, or reading of the Bible. From Acts 16:14 we have learned that Lydia’s 
regeneration took place as she was listening to Paul’s gospel message. 

We look next at James 1:18, “He [God] chose to give us birth (apekyēsen) through the word of truth, that we 
might be a kind of firstfruits of all he created.” The verb here used, apokyein, does not mean “to beget” but “to give 
birth to.” It is used earlier in verse 15 of this chapter, where James says that sin, when it is full-grown, gives birth to 
death. God the Father, however, who is the source of every good and perfect gift (v. 17), has shown us his 
unfathomable mercy by giving us new birth—a birth which is the evidence of our having received new spiritual life. 
The new birth as James here describes it is not regeneration in the narrower sense—the implanting of new life—but 
in the broader sense, namely, the first manifestation of the new life in conversion. Regeneration in this broader sense, 
James is here saying, is produced in us through the word of truth, through the Bible. 

Peter makes a similar point: 
Now that you have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you have sincere love for your brothers, love 
one another deeply, from the heart. For you have been born again (anagegennēmenoi), not of perishable seed, 
but of imperishable, through the living and enduring work of God (1 Pet. 1:22–23). 

The verb anagennaō means either “to beget again” or “to cause to be born again.” In this passage, as well as in the 
third verse of this chapter, it is commonly understood in the second sense, and it is so translated in the New 
International Version. You have been born again, Peter tells his readers, “through the living and enduring word of 
God”; from verse 25 it is evident that Peter is referring to the preached word. We note again that regeneration in the 
broader sense is brought about through the preaching of the Bible. The gospel is, in fact, called “the seed of 
regeneration” in the Canons of Dort. 

We conclude, therefore, that though God by his Holy Spirit works regeneration in the narrower sense in us 
immediately, directly, and invincibly, the first manifestations of that new spiritual life come into existence through 
the word—whether it be preached, taught, or read. New spiritual life, in other words, is bestowed immediately by 
God; but the new birth is produced mediately, through the word. 

What, then, is the preacher’s duty as far as regeneration is concerned? He must preach the gospel. Such preaching 
and teaching is essential: “How, then, can they call on the one they have not believed in? And how can they believe 
in the one of whom they have not heard? And how can they hear without someone preaching to them?” (Rom. 
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10:14). The preacher cannot demand regeneration from his hearers, but he can and should call them to faith in the 
gospel and repentance from sin. 

This is precisely what Jesus did. After having told Nicodemus about the need for regeneration (John 3:3, 5), Jesus 
went on to say, “For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall 
not perish but have eternal life” (v. 16). This is also what Peter did on the Day of Pentecost: “Repent and be baptized, 
every one of you” (Acts 2:38). This, too, is what Paul did. When the Philippian jailer asked, “What must I do to be 
saved?” Paul replied, “Believe in the Lord Jesus, and you will be saved” (Acts 16:30–31). When Nicodemus and the 
jailer believed the gospel message, they came to realize that God had given them new life in regeneration. They 
became aware of their regeneration through its results. 

But, you may say, how can I ask a person to do something he or she cannot do in his or her own strength? We 
must trust that God will give the hearer the ability to repent and believe. A good illustration is Jesus’ healing of the 
paralytic. Jesus said to this man, “Get up, take your mat and go home” (Matt. 9:6). But the poor man was not able to 
get up; he was paralyzed. Yet Jesus told him to get up. As Jesus did so, he bestowed on the man strength enabling 
him to get up. So the preacher must trust that God will enable the hearers of the gospel to respond in faith. And the 
hearer must trust that God will give him or her strength to accept the preached word with a believing heart. 

With respect to his believing hearers, the preacher’s duty and privilege is to remind them of the amazing 
dimensions of the miraculous new birth they have experienced. We often fail to recognize these dimensions. There 
is often little appreciation for the newness we have in Christ. Our lives often fail to glow with the radiance of God. 

The preacher should set forth the full biblical teaching on regeneration, thus helping his hearers to be more and 
more what in Christ they already are. Regeneration means new life. After the apostles had been imprisoned, an angel 
of the Lord opened the doors of the jail and said to them, “Go … and tell the people the full message of this new life” 
(Acts 5:20). Paul tells us that we have been made one with Christ so that “as Christ was raised from the dead by the 
glory of the Father, we too might walk in newness of life” (Rom. 6:4, RSV). And in Romans 7:6 he reminds us that we 
now serve “in the new way of the Spirit, and not in the old way of the written code.” 

As regenerated people we now live and walk in the light. “Whoever lives by the truth comes into the light” (John 
3:21). We who claim to have fellowship with God “walk in the light, as he [God] is in the light” (1 John 1:7). As those 
who have been born again, we must “put aside the deeds of darkness and put on the armor of light” (Rom. 13:12). 

Born-again people are part of God’s new creation. We have been created anew in Christ (Eph. 2:10). “Neither 
circumcision nor uncircumcision means anything; what counts is a new creation” (Gal. 6:15). And this is what we are. 
Listen to Paul’s exhilarating trumpet call: “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone, the 
new has come!” (2 Cor. 5:17). 

Let the people of God, then, see themselves in this light. This is what it means to be born again. It does not mean 
sinless perfection, but it does mean newness. Those who are in Christ are genuinely new, though not yet totally new.8 
 
Regeneration 
Greek expression: paliggenesia 
Pronunciation: pahl eeng gehn eh SEE uh 
Strong’s Number: 3824 
 
KEY VERSES 
Matthew 19:28; Titus 3:5 
Anyone who experiences any kind of winter looks forward to springtime, for that is a season of “regeneration.” 
Flowers bud and bloom, birds return and sing. Unfortunately, it never lasts. Spring goes into summer, summer into 
autumn, autumn into winter. 

People throughout the ages have longed for an eternal spring, a “regeneration” of the pristine earth. Secular 
writers spoke of such a regeneration. For example, the Stoic philosophers considered regeneration to be a return to 

 
8 Hoekema, A. A. (1994). Saved by Grace (pp. 93–112). Grand Rapids, MI; Cambridge, U.K.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. 
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a former state of existence. For the biblical writers, however, regeneration means a renewal on a higher level. It is a 
“radically new beginning,” rather than a mere restoration of previous conditions. This renewal is twofold: it occurs 
within people’s spirits and it will occur when God recreates a new heaven and a new earth. 

The regeneration of a person is spoken about in Titus 3:5. Paul said, “He saved us, not on the basis of deeds we 
have done in righteousness, but according to His mercy, by the washing of regeneration and renewal of the Holy 
Spirit.” The Greek word for “washing” can signify the receptacle of washing (the laver) or the act of washing itself. In 
Ephesians 5:26, the only other New Testament occurrence of paliggenesia, the natural meaning is “washing.” Quite 
simply, the text says that “regeneration” is characterized by, or accompanied by, the action of washing. The 
regenerative activity of the Holy Spirit is characterized elsewhere in Scripture as “cleansing and purifying” (Ezek. 
36:25–27; John 3:5). The Greek term for regeneration, paliggenesia, literally means “birth again”—indicating a new 
birth effected by the Holy Spirit (John 3:6; Rom. 8:16; Gal. 4:6). Thus God saves people through one process with two 
aspects: the washing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Spirit. 

Regeneration is not just a nice idea or a good philosophy. The Bible insists that regeneration is absolutely 
necessary. Apart from it, all persons are dead in trespasses and sin (Eph. 2:1–3). An unregenerated person is unable 
to understand the things of God, and no amount of good works can change him or her (1 Cor. 2:14; Titus 3:5). This is 
why Jesus insisted, in His dialogue with Nicodemus, “You must be born again” (John 3:7, NASB). God’s first plan is to 
regenerate people. Then, He will regenerate the universe, in that He will establish a new world order at His return 
(Matt. 19:28). The ultimate goal of regeneration is the creation of a new heaven and earth that will be totally 
righteous and without sin (2 Pet. 3:13; Rev. 21:1). The present working of the Holy Spirit in the believer is a foretaste 
of this future cosmic regeneration (Eph. 1:13–14).9 
 
 

CHAPTER 

SEVEN 
“UNLESS A MAN IS BORN AGAIN” 

JOHN 3:3 
 

THE DOCTRINE OF REGENERATION 
I. INTRODUCTORY CONCERNS 

In the present chapter we continue our study of the application of Christ’s atoning work on the cross. Our attention turns to 
another crucial aspect of salvation, namely, the new birth or the creation of new life in those who repent and trust Christ. In his 
book Mere Christianity C.S. Lewis observed that every person born into the world possesses bios, or biological life, that is 
sustained by oxygen, water, and food. But only those who are born again by God’s Spirit move beyond natural existence to 
possess zoe, new spiritual life that endures forever. In the natural realm there can be no life without physical birth; likewise, in 
the spiritual realm there can be no spiritual life without a supernatural rebirth. 

Initially, we inquire into the need for new birth. Given man’s breathtaking technological achievements, why need we call for 
the transformation of human life? Have humans not proven that they can control their environment and their future? A further 
important issue is the nature of the new birth. Is the focus of regeneration the individual or, as many political theologians aver, 
society as a whole? If the former, what does it mean to say that the one who repents and believes is born again? With Nicodemus 
of old we ask, “How can a man be born when he is old?… Surely he cannot enter a second time into his mother’s womb to be 
born!” (John 3:4). Some may respond to this question as did that Pharisee, who in bewilderment said to Jesus, “How can this 
be?” (John 3:9). What actually happens to the person when God transforms him or her from spiritual death to spiritual life? It 
will be instructive to consider the manifold results of the Holy Spirit’s regeneration in a life. When a person is regenerated, is the 
fallen, sinful nature replaced by a new, metaphysical nature? What do we mean by the ‘old nature’ and the ‘new nature’? 

In addition, we ask whether regeneration is a work of God alone (monergism), or whether the individual cooperates in the 
new birth (synergism). What role, if any, does the human will play in regeneration? Can pre-Christians via their human resources 
contribute anything to their spiritual renovation? Can the modern conviction that psychotherapy and personal improvement 

 
9 Carpenter, E. E., & Comfort, P. W. (2000). In Holman treasury of key Bible words: 200 Greek and 200 Hebrew words defined and explained (p. 375). 
Nashville, TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers. 
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schemes bring about new life and dispositions be sustained? A further matter for consideration is whether regeneration in OT 
times was a promise or a reality. Were OT saints such as Adam, Abraham, and David truly reborn by the Spirit of God? Or must 
regeneration in some sense have awaited the full flowering of salvation under the new covenant inaugurated by Jesus? 

In addition, we explore whether God works regeneration through human instrumentalities such as the sacrament of baptism, 
membership in a church, or birth to Christian parents in a godly family. What role, if any, does water baptism play in the new 
birth? How shall we understand biblical texts such as John 3:5, Acts 22:16, and Tit 3:5 that link regeneration to water and 
washing? In Scripture is water baptism identical to or concurrent with Spirit baptism? Can the claims of baptismal regeneration, 
historically made by Roman Catholics and other sacramentalists, be sustained? As a matter of practical, pastoral concern, are 
children who die in infancy assured a place in God’s heaven? What answer will we give to grieving parents at the grave site of a 
deceased infant? These are some of the issues we will consider in the remainder of this chapter. 

II. HISTORICAL INTERPRETATIONS OF REGENERATION 
Several important interpretations of regeneration, or the new birth, have been proposed in the broad history of the Christian 
church. In order to clarify our own understanding of this important doctrine, we summarize five major views on the subject of 
the new birth. 
A. Self-Actualized Regeneration (Pelagians and Liberals) 
We saw in an earlier chapter that Pelagians and liberals repudiate original sin and depravity; hence they envisage little need for 
radical, spiritual rebirth in all persons. Liberal authorities maintain that each person born into the world is a child of God and thus 
is indwelt by the divine principle. Pelagians and liberals broadly envisage regeneration as the process of ethical development 
stimulated by the ideals of Jesus. Liberal preachers and theologians in the early decades of the twentieth century focused on 
social regeneration—i.e., the collective renewal of humanity in the kingdom of God. Liberals both old and new identify 
regeneration as a process of self-improvement realized by self-effort and the example of Christ. Some believe that regeneration 
is brought about by the inexorable forces of spiritual evolution. 

Pelagius (d. 419) claimed that every person is born into the world free from the taint of inherited sin. Consequently, Pelagius 
vigorously opposed the early church practice of infant baptism for the remission of sins. Many persons sin when, following the 
example of Adam, they willfully violate God’s law. According to Pelagius, salvation occurs as people forsake sins and obey the 
divine law. The stimulus for such action comes from the illuminatory power of the truth upon human minds and from the example 
of Jesus. Pelagius’ soteriological agenda, then, was not supernatural regeneration but personal, moral reformation. Because of 
his high view of human capabilities, Pelagius “made God only a spectator in the drama of human redemption.” 

Walter Rauschenbusch (d. 1918) rejected original sin and depravity and claimed that by natural birth all people are children 
of God. Since sin is a social force (chiefly the denial of human fraternity), so also is salvation. Rauschenbusch optimistically 
envisaged “the salvation of the collective life of humanity, the fulfillment of the theocratic hope.” He defined regeneration as 
the gradual transformation of the social order—specifically, as “the spread of the spirit of Christ in the political, industrial, social, 
scientific, and artistic life of humanity.” 

Lyman Abbott (d. 1922) claimed that regeneration describes the awakening of the virtue latent in all people as God’s 
children. The rekindling of life in the human heart through the force of spiritual evolution as the Eternal Energy, concentrated in 
Jesus, continually enters into human consciousness. Abbott wrote that “Christ comes, not merely to show divinity to us, but to 
evolve the latent divinity which he has implanted in us.” Abbott explained his understanding of regeneration as the progress of 
spiritual evolution in the following words: 

Regeneration does not mean to me a new faculty miraculously given to man by some magic formula, as baptism, or by 
some supernatural experience for which man must wait. In every normal man is the capacity for goodness and truth, 
for love and service, for hope and joy. But this sleeping capacity is naught unless it is awakened into life. It is a seed, but 
a lifeless seed until it is given life by a divine power above itself. 
According to Abbott, history attests the spiritual evolution of men and women at two separate levels: the evolution of the 

individual into divinity and the evolution of humanity corporately into the kingdom of God. 
While there exists no official liberation theology, the movement embraces a theology not of discourse but of concrete action 

in specific social contexts. The literature of liberation theology contains few references to the spiritual regeneration or salvation 
of persons. Proponents allege that people as social groups are corrupted by political, economic, racial, and sexual oppression 
born of the capitalist system. Thus salvation, or the recovery of human wholeness, occurs when dehumanizing injustices are 
swept away by revolutionary action (sometimes violent). Liberationists generally explain regeneration as people remaking 
themselves by dismantling oppressive structures and creating a more humane and humanizing society. In other words, 
regeneration is man’s self-creation of a new social order that embodies the hopes and dreams of the marginalized and the 
oppressed. It involves the creation of a “little utopia” in anticipation of the “absolute utopia” in the kingdom of God. Liberationists 
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follow Hegelian philosophers in viewing history as the process whereby humans free the divinity within them and progress to 
the union of the finite with the infinite. 

Gustavo Gutiérrez, the Peruvian father of liberation theology, argues as follows: “By working, transforming the world, 
breaking out of servitude, building a just society, and assuming his destiny, man forges himself.” The Brazilian priests Leonardo 
and Clodovis Boff aver that regeneration is “the struggle for the transformation of the world into one more worthy of the human 
being and more like the new world of the kingdom of God.” According to the American black theologian James Cone, new life 
involves the black Christ liberating oppressed blacks from the shackles of white racism. Writes Cone, “Faith is the response of 
the community to God’s act of liberation. It means saying yes to God and no to oppressors.”8 

Within the framework of a panentheistic worldview (whereby God is a part of the world and the world a part of God), process 
theology asserts that the divine Eros presents to all persons the lure or initial aim that provides for their maximum fulfillment. 
Lewis Ford asserts, “Everywhere God’s creative urging toward the establishment of increased levels of intensity is present, but 
only with intelligent life can there be any awareness of this.” The presentation of novel initial aims may come through Jesus, 
Plato, the Buddha, or other prophets and philosophers. According to process thinkers, personal re-creation results from positive 
human response to the novel initial aims God presents at every moment to his intelligent creatures. Reflecting on John 3:3, Ford 
makes the following observation about the new birth: “In terms of the perishing occasions of our temporal life, we are being 
born anew and from above as we receive novel initial aims from God originating our subjectivity from moment to moment.” 
According to Norman Pittenger, positive human response to the divine lure “ennobles and enriches, vitalizes and makes new.”11 
Since the novel initial aims offered by the cosmic Lover are persuasive and not coercive, salvation or regeneration is self-salvation. 
So Pittenger asserted that as persons respond to the divine lure constantly presented to them, we “make ourselves.” 
B. Baptismal Regeneration (Roman Catholics, Lutherans, and Anglo-Catholics) 
Citing Scriptures such as John 3:5 and Tit 3:5, these traditions claim that God gives regenerating grace via the sacrament of 
baptism. Although differing in some details, the sacramental traditions agree that baptism confers cleansing of sin, the infusion 
of regenerating grace, and union with Christ. In children, baptismal regeneration generally turns on the faith of the sponsor, 
whereas in adults the good disposition of the recipient (faith, repentance, and in some cases good works) is required. Richard P. 
McBrien, a prominent Roman Catholic theologian, asserts that “The Church has always taught that Baptism is necessary for 
salvation.” 

Some early church authorities drifted toward ceremonialism by linking regeneration with baptism. According to Hermas (d. 
140), “Your life was saved and shall be saved through water.” Justin Martyr (d. 165) referred to baptism as “the washing that is 
for the remission of sins and unto regeneration.” Irenaeus (d. 200) claimed that God gave the OT story of Naaman the leper 
washing in the Jordan river (2 Kings 5) as a type of baptism. “We are made clean by means of the sacred water and the invocation 
of the Lord from our old transgressions, being spiritually regenerated as newborn babes.” Cyril of Jerusalem (d. 386) spoke 
rapturously of baptism as “a ransom to captives, a remission of offenses, a death to sin, a new spiritual birth, a chariot to heaven, 
the delight of paradise, a passport to the kingdom.”17 Cyril judged that only martyrs can be regenerated and saved apart from 
baptism. 

Augustine (d. 430), the great theologian of the western church, held that God’s unmerited gift of grace regenerates, creates 
faith, and effects repentance. Baptism, however, is an outward, visible sign of the Gospel of grace. Those who receive baptism 
properly consecrated receive the Gospel. At the baptismal font (“the saving laver of regeneration”) the elect receive both the 
external sign (the water of baptism) and the spiritual reality (regeneration and union with Christ); the non-elect, however, receive 
only the physical sign. For these reasons Augustine insisted that “the sacrament of baptism is undoubtedly the sacrament of 
regeneration.” By the fourth or fifth century infant baptism had become customary practice in the church. Augustine held that 
at baptism infants die to original sin and adults to original sin and sins personally committed. He held that God via baptism 
“cleanses even the tiny infant, although itself unable as yet with the heart to believe unto righteousness and to make confession 
with the mouth unto salvation.”20 Unbaptized infants, however, remain under the control of the Devil. In the case of elect infants, 
Augustine claimed that personal conversion will inevitably follow baptismal regeneration. In the case of adults, like Augustine 
himself, the new convert gladly receives (i.e., does not resist) the water of baptism. For Augustine, then, salvation consisted of 
baptismal regeneration, conversion, and growth in grace. In baptism we die to sin and “live through being reborn at the baptismal 
font.” 

In the scholastic era it became settled that the sign of the sacrament accomplishes what it signifies. According to Thomas 
Aquinas, baptism effects spiritual generation, confirmation spiritual growth, Eucharist spiritual nourishment, and penance and 
extreme unction spiritual healing. Assuming that the recipient imposes no obstacle, baptism efficiently regenerates when 
administered on church authority (the ex opere operato concept). Thus Thomas claimed that the visible sign of water imparts to 
the baptized infant invisible, regenerating grace. “Through baptism, which is a spiritual generation, not only are sins taken away 
… but also every guilt of sin. For this reason, baptism not only washes away the fault, but also absolves from all guilt.” In short, 
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“Baptism opens the gates of the heavenly kingdom to the baptized.”24 Where the sacrament was not available or where a person 
died before being baptized, Thomas upheld the so-called “baptism of desire.” Thus he wrote, “Such a man can obtain salvation 
without actually being baptized, on account of his desire for Baptism … whereby God … sanctifies man inwardly.” For simple folk 
who have not developed a faith that is explicit, Thomas held that implicit faith suffices for salvation.26 

Regeneration, which Catholicism confused with justification and sanctification, came to be viewed as a process whose 
outcome was not established until the end. The Council of Trent (1545–63) stated that regeneration commences with the 
sacrament of baptism. “If anyone … denies that the said merit of Jesus Christ is applied, both to adults and to infants, by the 
sacrament of baptism rightly administered in the form of the Church, let him be anathema” (Sess. V.3). “Even infants, who could 
not as yet commit any sin of themselves, are for this cause truly baptized for the remission of sins, that in them that may be 
cleansed away by regeneration, which they have contracted by generation” (Sess. V.4). In the Tridentine scheme, infants are 
baptized in the faith of the church. In the case of adults, penitence for sins and faith augmented by hope and love should precede 
baptism (Sess. VI.6). “For faith, unless hope and charity be added thereto, neither unites man perfectly with Christ, nor makes 
him a living member of his body” (Sess. VI.7). 

The Second Vatican Council (1963–65) insisted that for Roman Catholics faith and baptism are necessary for salvation. But 
given its bent toward a panentheistic worldview—where humankind is oriented to the life of God—post-conciliar Catholicism 
claims that all people are saved by the “baptism of desire.” The baptism of desire is equivalent to the non-specific implicit faith 
all human beings possess. Thus the Council affirmed: 

Those who, through no fault of their own, do not know the Gospel of Christ or his Church, but who nevertheless seek 
God with a sincere heart, and, moved by grace, try in their actions to do his will as they know it through the dictates of 
their conscience—those too may achieve eternal salvation. Nor shall divine providence deny the assistance necessary 
for salvation to those who, without any fault of theirs have not yet arrived at an explicit knowledge of God, and who, 
not without grace, strive to lead a good life. 
In a similar vein Gregory Baum commented, “One may seriously wonder whether baptism of desire is not the way of salvation 

for the great majority of men in this world, chosen to be saved.” Likewise the Notre Dame theologian McBrien writes, “Everybody 
does not strictly ‘need’ baptism to become a child of God and an heir of heaven. Every person, by reason of birth and God’s 
universal offer of grace, is already called to be a child of God and an heir of heaven.”29 Do the sacraments, then, retain any saving 
relevance? McBrien responds, “The sacraments signify, celebrate, and effect what God is, in a sense, doing everywhere and for 
all.” 

While rejecting the Roman synergism of sacramental grace and meritorious works, Luther nevertheless upheld the doctrine 
of baptismal regeneration. For the Reformer, God’s usual way of regenerating a life is at the baptismal font. Baptism effects 
justification and the forgiveness of sins, imparts the gift of the Spirit, and re-creates in the divine image. Wrote Luther, God 
“himself calls it [baptism] a new birth by which we are … loosed from sin, death, and hell, and because children of life, heirs of 
all the gifts of God, God’s own children, and brethren of Christ.” In the customary infant baptism, regeneration occurs at the 
moment when the invoked Word of God unites with the sign (water) and as the infant responds to the Gospel with rudimentary 
faith. Baptism does not regenerate simply because performed (the Roman ex opere operato concept); Luther judged that baptism 
without faith is useless. Rather, the infant believes in a simple way the word of the Gospel presented in the sacrament. “In 
baptism children themselves believe and have faith of their own. God works this within them through the intercession of the 
sponsors who bring the child to the font in the faith of the Christian Church.” At the age of maturity children must ratify their 
new birth by repentance, mature faith, and obedience. In the rarer cases of adult baptism, the individual is made new by the 
word received in faith (regeneratio prima) and by the strengthening of the new life through baptism (regeneratio secunda or 
renovatio). 

In The Small Catechism (1529) Luther wrote the following: “Baptism is not merely water, but it is water used according to 
God’s command and connected with God’s Word” (IV). To the question, “How can water produce such great effects?” Luther 
responded, “It is not the water that produces these effects, but the Word of God connected with the water, and our faith which 
relies on the Word of God connected with the water.… When connected with the Word of God [the water] is a Baptism, that is, 
a gracious water of life and a washing of regeneration in the Holy Spirit” (IV). Melanchthon advanced a similar view in The 
Augsburg Confession, art. IX. 

Post-Reformation Lutheranism upheld Luther’s view of baptismal regeneration. The Lutheran theologian David Hollaz (d. 
1713) typically argued that the Spirit works regeneration through the word of God at the baptismal font. Thus, “the intellect of 
infants in regeneration is imbued with a saving knowledge of God by the Holy Spirit in Baptism, and their will is endowed with 
confidence in Christ.” Hollaz added, “In infants, as there is not an earnest and obstinate resistance, the grace of the Holy Spirit 
accompanying Baptism breaks and restrains their natural resistance that it may not impede regeneration; wherefore their 
regeneration takes place instantaneously.” In our century the German martyr Dietrich Bonhoeffer (d. 1945) insisted that baptism 
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incorporates the infant or adult into the body of Christ. “In baptism man becomes Christ’s own possession.… From that moment 
he belongs to Jesus Christ. He is wrestled from the dominion of the world, and passes into the ownership of Christ.”35 The Missouri 
Synod Lutheran theologian Francis Pieper similarly wrote that baptism “is a means to awaken and strengthen faith and therefore 
also a washing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost (Tit 3:5).… Observe also that even as the remission of sin and 
regeneration are bestowed through Baptism as a means … so also the implantation into the body of Christ … is wrought, and not 
merely portrayed, by the Holy Ghost through Baptism.” 

The Church of England officially teaches the regeneration of infants via baptism. Thus The Thirty-Nine Articles (American 
revision, 1801) states, “Baptism is … a sign of Regeneration or New-Birth, whereby, as by an instrument, they that receive Baptism 
rightly are grafted into the Church; the promises of the forgiveness of sin, and of our adoption to be the sons of God by the Holy 
Ghost, are visibly signed and sealed” (art. XXVII). As prescribed by The Book of Common Prayer, the priest prior to baptism prays 
that God would “Give thy Holy Spirit to this child, that he may be born again, and be made an heir of everlasting salvation.” 
Following baptism, the priest gives thanks that God was pleased “to regenerate this infant with thy Holy Spirit, to receive him for 
thy own child, and to incorporate him into thy holy Church.” 
C. Presumptive and Promissory Regeneration (Covenant Reformed) 
This view, although rejecting the high sacramentalism of Roman Catholicism and Lutheranism, often posits a close relation 
between baptism and regeneration. Covenant theologians, with other evangelicals, define regeneration as that radical change 
of nature from spiritual death to spiritual life wrought in us by Christ through the power of the Spirit. The new birth is the 
impartation by the triune God of a new heart. In this supernatural work the elect are entirely passive. Regeneration is not a 
cooperative work between God and sinners (synergism); rather, salvation is God’s work from beginning to end (monergism). 
Hence most theologians in the tradition place regeneration before conversion in the scheme of salvation (ordo salutis). 

Some covenant theologians subscribe to presumptive regeneration, which asserts that infants of believing parents are 
baptized not to become regenerated but because in some important sense they already possess the seeds of faith and 
regeneration. The sacrament of baptism is a sign or promise of the covenantal grace God is working in the elect, including infants 
born within the Christian community. According to this view, the unconscious, divine work of regeneration precedes the 
conscious, human responses of faith and repentance. The more common view, however, is promissory regeneration, according 
to which baptism is judged a visible sign of God’s covenant promise of new life to believing adults and their children. Proponents 
insist that baptism does not effect regeneration; rather, it portrays as a sign and confirms as a seal the blessing of redemption. 
Thus understood, baptism introduces the baptized into the visible church and promises future regeneration. In the case of both 
hypotheses, divine regeneration logically precedes the human responses of faith and repentance. Conversion, justification, 
sanctification, and perseverance all presuppose the existence of new spiritual life. 

John Calvin (d. 1564), a precursor of the covenant view, defined regeneration broadly as the whole process of spiritual 
vivification, inclusive of the new birth, conversion, and sanctification. Begun in baptism, regeneration “does not take place in one 
moment or one day or one year.” Rather it is accomplished “through continual and sometimes even slow advances.” Calvin 
painted a rudimentary picture of presumptive regeneration. He argued that the Spirit’s work of regeneration often commences 
at the very beginning of life in the womb, as illustrated by the yet-unborn John the Baptist who was filled with the Spirit in 
Elizabeth’s womb (Luke 1:15). Whether in the womb or in earliest infancy, God can give regenerating grace to his elect by the 
Spirit’s inner illumination apart from the preached Word. According to Calvin, OT circumcision and NT baptism are related. 
Although differing in external details, both circumcision and baptism signify spiritual regeneration. In the case of infants of 
believing parents, the sacrament connotes forgiveness of sins, union with Christ, and Spirit regeneration. Calvin insisted that 
infants are not capable of faith and repentance, but as members of the covenant family they are able to receive the seed of 
regeneration and sanctification. In response to the question, What does baptism signify? Calvin responded: “It has two parts. For 
there is remission of sins; and then spiritual regeneration is symbolized by it (Eph 5:26; Rom 6:4).” The purpose of infant baptism 
is “to testify that they are heirs of the blessing promised to the seed of the faithful, and that, after they are grown up, they may 
acknowledge the fact of their Baptism, and receive and produce its fruit.”43 For Calvin, baptism “is like a sealed document to 
confirm to us that all our sins are so abolished, remitted, and effaced that they can never come to his sight, be recalled, or 
charged against us.” 

The Scots Confession (1560), the first Reformed standard in the English language, presents the elements of presumptive 
regeneration. It asserts that as the old covenant under the law had the two sacraments of circumcision and Passover, so the new 
covenant instituted by Christ possesses the sacraments of baptism and Eucharist. Baptism is a seal or sign that God’s saving action 
has begun to operate in the souls of the elect, including infants of Christian parents. “We assuredly believe that by Baptism we 
are engrafted into Christ Jesus, to be made partakers of his righteousness, by which our sins are covered and remitted” (art. 21). 

The Westminster Confession (1647) favors the perspective of promissory regeneration. Thus baptism is “a sign and seal of 
the covenant of grace, of his ingrafting into Christ, of regeneration, of remission of sins, and of his giving up unto God, through 
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Jesus Christ, to walk in newness of life” (chap. 28.1). Not only may adult believers receive baptism, “but also the infants of one 
or both believing parents are to be baptized” (chap. 28.4). In chap. 28.5 the Confession states that it is possible to be regenerated 
without being baptized and that not all those baptized (i.e., faithless covenant breakers) are regenerated. 

W.G.T. Shedd (d. 1894) insisted that infant regeneration is taught scripturally in Luke 1:15, 18:15–16, Acts 2:39, and 1 Cor 
7:14 and symbolically via OT circumcision and NT infant baptism. In adults, “Regeneration immediately exhibits its fruit in the 
converting acts of faith and repentance. In the case of infant regeneration, there is an interval of time between regeneration and 
conversion.” Added Shedd, “The regenerate infant believes and repents when his faculties will admit of the exercise and 
manifestation of faith and repentance. In this … instance, regeneration is potential or latent faith and repentance.” 

Virtually all Reformed, covenant theologians uphold the logical priority of regeneration to conversion (faith and repentance). 
Shedd insisted that regeneration—the origination of spiritual life—precedes conversion—the effect of spiritual life. Persons are 
not regenerated because they first believe and repent; rather, they believe and repent because first regenerated. Shedd wrote 
that “The Holy Ghost is not given as a converting and a sanctifying Spirit, until he has been given as a regenerating Spirit” (Matt 
12:33; John 3:3). John Murray spoke for many covenant theologians when he asserted, “Without regeneration it is morally and 
spiritually impossible for a person to believe in Christ, but when a person is regenerated it is morally and spiritually impossible 
for that person not to believe.” Louis Berkhof flatly added that “A conversion that is not rooted in regeneration is no true 
conversion.” 
D. Synergistic Regeneration (Arminian Theologians) 
The usual order of elements in Arminian soteriology is prevenient grace, repentance, faith, the new birth, and continued 
obedience. Regeneration—viewed by some Arminians as a change of moral purpose but by many as a change of nature from sin 
to holinessthrough the synergism of human willing and divine working. God regenerates when the pre-Christian believes by a 
free act of the will, which involves ceasing to resist the moral influence of the truth presented to all persons everywhere. This 
action is said to be possible by means of prevenient grace, which works in sinners universally to remove intellectual blindness 
and volitional hardness. On this showing, every person allegedly is born in a state of grace. Since this divine grace can be resisted, 
ultimately it is the will of the pre-Christian that determines whether or not the person will be reborn. The saved are those who 
choose to cooperate with God’s (resistible) prevenient grace; the unsaved are those who fail to cooperate. “This grace will 
shepherd one to repentance, regeneration, entire sanctification, and final perseverance if not resisted somewhere along the 
way.” Some Arminians view regeneration as inclusive of everything from conversion to sanctification, or what the Wesleyan-
holiness tradition calls the first and second works of grace. Many Arminians deny assurance of final destiny in heaven, since 
regenerating grace may be lost by willful sin. 

John Wesley (d. 1791) held that the unregenerate are corrupted by sin and lack knowledge of God and love for him. Yet he 
also held that “preventing grace,” which allegedly flows from Christ’s cross, reverses the debilitating effects of original sin. Thus 
Wesley argued that the unregenerate, since blessed by prevenient grace, are able (1) to hear the voice of God in conscience, (2) 
acknowledge responsibility for sins, (3) seek righteousness, and (4) trust Christ for salvation. “Preventing grace [includes] the first 
wish to please God, the first dawn of light concerning his will, and the first slight transient conviction of having sinned against 
him. All these imply some tendency toward life; some degree of salvation.” Pre-Christians cooperate with this prevenient grace 
to work out their own salvation (Phil 2:12), namely, to repent of sin and believe in Christ. Thus for Wesley the enlightened human 
will is one of the causes of the new life breathed into the soul at regeneration. Whereas justification changes the sinner’s outward 
relation to God, regeneration changes the inward nature so that believers are initially made holy. Wesley added that renewal in 
the image of God, or the new birth, can be lost due to deliberate sin. Hence assurance of forgiveness of sins extends no further 
than the present moment. 

John William Fletcher (d. 1785), a contemporary of Wesley and a leading Wesleyan spokesman, set forth the essential 
theology of early Methodism. In his major work Checks to Antinomianism (1771–75), Fletcher argued that the gift of universal, 
prevenient grace (John 1:9; Tit 2:11) frees the human will to cooperate with God in the work of salvation. Human free will and 
divine grace work together to produce the new birth, or regeneration, which consists of justification and sanctification. 

In the following century, Charles Finney (d. 1875) rejected the Reformed belief that regeneration is totally a work of God in 
which the human subject is passive. Positing a bold synergism, Finney insisted that both God and sinners are active in 
regeneration. The Spirit presents the truth of God to the soul, and sinners change the disposition of their hearts and then turn 
themselves to God. Tending toward Pelagianism, Finney defined regeneration as a change in the attitude of the will, a change of 
moral character, or the inauguration of a new spiritual direction. “Regeneration consists in the sinner changing his ultimate 
choice, intention, preference; or in changing from selfishness to love or benevolence.” Finney’s view of pre-Christians actively 
engaged in regeneration in obedience to God rests on his rejection of human depravity. Non-Christians possess a natural ability 
to choose God, alter their fundamental affections, and obey all God’s commands. Given his unique view of regeneration, Finney 
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made the following observation concerning the duty of preachers: “Ministers should … aim at, and expect the regeneration of 
sinners, upon the spot, and before they leave the house of God.” 
E. Regeneration a Work of God in Response to Faith (Reformed Evangelicals) 
Evangelicals in the Reformation tradition maintain that sinners, afflicted with holistic depravity, must receive a new spiritual 
nature in order to gain eternal life. They view regeneration as an instantaneous work of God, not a humanly generated process. 
Advocates claim that the Spirit regenerates not on the basis of the faith of godly sponsors, church membership, or performance 
of the sacraments. Rather, God grants new spiritual life by virtue of the individual’s conscious decision to repent of sins and 
appropriate the provisions of Christ’s atonement. Some note that in the early church born-again believers subsequently were 
baptized, and the public rite that attested this conversion came to be called (by the figure known as metonymy) a “regeneration.” 
The sacrament of baptism, however, is not the efficient cause of regeneration. Furthermore, proponents of this view uphold the 
monergism of regeneration: the new birth is entirely the work of the sovereign God. As we have seen, some authorities view 
regeneration as logically prior to conversion. Others identify the first wish to please God as the result of effectual calling, and so 
place conversion prior to regeneration in the ordo salutis. 

George Whitefield (d. 1770), the Calvinistic Methodist, protested the nominal Christianity of his day that trusted in church 
membership or baptism for salvation. His sermon “The Nature and Necessity of our New Birth in Christ Jesus” played a crucial 
role in the evangelical awakening in England. Whitefield stated in this sermon, “it [is] too plain, beyond all contradiction, that 
comparatively but few of those who are ‘born of water’ are ‘born of the Spirit’ likewise; or, to use another scriptural way of 
speaking, many are baptized with water which were never, effectually at least, baptized with the Holy Ghost.” For Whitefield, 
regeneration is that instantaneous creation wrought on the soul by the Holy Spirit producing new inclinations, new desires, and 
new habits. As the Spirit quickens people dead in trespasses and sins, they become partakers of the divine nature, thereby being 
renewed in the divine image. Whitefield added, in the new birth “our souls, though still the same as to essence, yet are so purged, 
purified and cleansed from their natural dross, filth and leprosy, by the blessed influence of the Holy Spirit that they may properly 
be said to be made anew.” 

The great British preacher C.H. Spurgeon (d. 1892) likewise inveighed against the view that baptism regenerates. He stated 
in his sermon “Baptismal Regeneration,” “Facts all show that whatever good there may be in baptism, it certainly does not make 
a man ‘a member of Christ, the child of God, and an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven,’ or else many thieves, whoremongers, 
drunkards, fornicators, and murderers are members of Christ.” Moreover, Spurgeon opposed the view that birth in a Christian 
family guarantees regeneration. “There can be no such thing as sponsorship in receiving Christ or in faith. If you are an unbeliever, 
your father and your mother may be the most eminent saints, but this faith does not overlap and cover your unbelief. You must 
believe for yourself.” Spurgeon was firmly persuaded that each person individually must be born again by God’s Spirit through 
faith. Regeneration involves the spiritual renovation of one’s entire being, the implantation of the divine life, and mystical union 
with Christ. The new birth is “a change of the entire nature from top to bottom in all senses and respects.”60 

The baptist theologian A.H. Strong (d. 1921) viewed regeneration and conversion as chronologically simultaneous events, 
although logically the former precedes the latter. “Regeneration, or the new birth, is the divine side of that change of heart 
which, viewed from the human side, we call conversion. It is God turning the soul to himself,—conversion being the soul’s turning 
itself to God, of which God’s turning it is both the accompaniment and cause.” Conversion, consisting of repentance and faith, is 
the human act that attests the regenerating work of the Spirit on the sinner’s heart. According to Strong, the resuscitation of 
Lazarus in John 11 illustrates the relationship between the new birth and conversion. Lazarus was made alive by the power of 
God; in this event his soul was passive. But Lazarus came forth from the tomb; in this his soul was active. 

Millard J. Erickson’s position is similar to Strong’s, with the exception that conversion logically precedes regeneration. 
Temporally conversion and regeneration occur simultaneously, but logically repentance and faith represent the condition for 
God’s work of regeneration and come first. Erickson attributes the enablement to repent and believe not to regeneration but (as 
we saw in chap. 5) to the Spirit’s effectual calling. 

In the case of the elect God works intensively through a special calling so that they do respond in repentance and faith. 
As a result of this conversion, God regenerates them. The special calling … is not the complete transformation which 
constitutes regeneration, but it does render the conversion of the individual both possible and certain. Thus the logical 
order of the initial aspects of salvation is special calling—conversion—regeneration. 
Against competing hypotheses, Erickson insists that regeneration is not a process, but an instantaneous work wrought in the 

soul by the Spirit as God applies salvation to elect believers. 
The following study of the biblical data will show that this final view of regeneration most thoroughly comports with the 

evidence given by divine revelation. 
III. EXPOSITION OF THE DOCTRINE OF REGENERATION 

A. The Need for Regeneration 
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In his book The Varieties of Religious Experience, the American psychologist and philosopher William James (d. 1910) claimed 
that there are some healthy-minded and well-adjusted people who have no need of conversion or new birth. James said that this 
is particularly true of congenitally happy people who harbor no ill-will toward God or others and who have no consciousness of 
sin. Still other persons are of such a temperament as to be incapable of undergoing a regenerative change. For many people, 
being “once-born” is an adequate basis for a rich and satisfying life. At bottom James judged that “Protestantism has been too 
pessimistic as regards the natural man.” 

With candid realism Scripture paints a very different picture of the human condition. God’s Word states that (1) the 
unregenerate are morally evil (Gen 8:21; Matt 7:11; 12:34; John 3:19) and need to be made pure and clean. As Jesus said, “every 
good tree bears good fruit, but a bad tree bears bad fruit” (Matt 7:17). Moreover, (2) the unsaved are spiritually sick and need 
to be made spiritually healthy (Matt 9:12). Major spiritual surgery is required to bring about spiritual wholeness. In addition, (3) 
pre-Christians live in spiritual darkness (Matt 4:16; John 3:19; Eph 5:8a) and need to be made light in the Lord (2 Cor 4:6; Eph 
5:8b). Unbelievers, furthermore, (4) are slaves to sin (John 8:34; Rom 6:6, 16–20; 2 Tim 2:26) and must be liberated to become 
free men and women (John 8:32, 36; Rom 6:18; Heb 2:15). Finally, the unsaved (5) are under the sentence of physical (Rom 5:12; 
8:10), spiritual (Eph 5:14), and eternal (Rom 6:23a; 2 Thess 1:9) death and need to receive eternal life (John 3:15–16, 36; Rom 
6:23b). 

Furthermore, due to hereditary depravity the minds of the unsaved are blinded (Rom 3:11a; 1 Cor 2:14), their wills are 
predisposed to sinful choices and actions (John 6:44a; 2 Pet 2:19), their emotions are disordered (Isa 57:21; Tit 3:3; 1 Pet 2:11), 
and their relationships with God (Gen 3:8–10; Jas 4:4) and others (Jas 4:1–2) are broken or strained. From the biblical perspective, 
‘once-born’ persons cannot see God (Matt 5:8; Heb 12:14), and they cannot enter the kingdom of heaven. As Jesus said, “I tell 
you the truth, no one can see the kingdom of God unless he is born again” (John 3:3; cf. v. 5). The unconverted need to be made 
entirely new in order to know, love, and serve the Creator and their fellow human beings. Psychotherapy and human potential 
movements may make the unsaved temporarily feel better and perhaps function more adequately, but they fail radically to 
transform fallen natures. Neither can education or higher learning apart from knowledge of Christ fundamentally change 
depraved hearts. The same verdict applies to so-called cultural evolution. Apart from regenerating grace, sinners are incapable 
of changing their hearts and dispositions (Jer 13:23). We can no more will spiritual birth by a volitional act than we can cause our 
physical birth. As Jesus said, “Flesh [i.e., fallen human nature] gives birth to flesh” (John 3:6). 

These considerations indicate that the spiritual condition of pre-Christians is grave; superficial remedies cannot redress such 
a cluster of problems. The only hope lies in a radical, spiritual solution. What ‘once-born’ people need is supernatural 
transformation of their lives by the power of God. This transformation the Bible calls regeneration or the new birth. 
B. The Language and Meaning of Regeneration 
Regeneration is that work of the Spirit at conversion that renews the heart and life (the inner self), thus restoring the person’s 
intellectual, volitional, moral, emotional, and relational capacities to know, love, and serve God. The noun palingenesia (“rebirth,” 
“regeneration”) occurs only twice in the NT. Jesus used the term in Matt 19:28 eschatologically concerning the renewal of the 
world at his second advent. The implication of this usage is that the new heavens and new earth belong to an entirely new order 
of things. Relevant to the topic at hand, Paul used the noun in a soteriological sense in Tit 3:5, where he wrote that God “saved 
us, not because of righteous things we had done, but because of his mercy. He saved us through the washing of rebirth 
[palingenesia] and renewal by the Holy Spirit, whom he poured out on us generously through Jesus Christ our Savior.” The NT 
describes regeneration via several descriptive figures and word pictures that employ other instructive nouns and verbs. 

Paul represented the new birth (1) as a re-creation, a radical inner change wrought by God’s power, whereby one becomes 
a new spiritual being. In the key text on the subject, the apostle wrote to the Corinthians, “if anyone is in Christ, he is a new 
creation [kainē ktisis]; the old has gone, the new has come!” (2 Cor. 5:17). In Gal 6:15 he said to the Galatian believers, “Neither 
circumcision nor uncircumcision means anything; what counts is a new creation” (kainē ktisis). See also Eph 2:10. (2) A spiritual 
revivication and resurrection from death to life by identification with the risen Christ. “When you were dead in your sins and in 
the uncircumcision of your sinful nature, God made you alive [aorist of syzōopoieō] with Christ” (Col 2:13). Paul also wrote, 
“because of his great love for us, God, who is rich in mercy, made us alive [aorist of syzōopoieō] with Christ even when we were 
dead in transgressions.… And God raised us up [aorist of synegeirō] with Christ and seated us with him in the heavenly realms in 
Christ Jesus” (Eph 2:4–6; cf. 1 Pet 1:3). Regeneration is not the addition of a new element to human nature; it is the making alive 
of what was dead. (3) A circumcision of the heart or an inner spiritual transformation born out of penitent faith, not a mere 
cutting of the flesh. “In him you were also circumcised, in the putting off of the sinful nature … with the circumcision done by 
Christ” (Col 2:11). (4) A washing, signifying the cleansing of former sins. “But you were washed [aorist of apolouomai], you were 
sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God” (1 Cor 6:11; cf. Eph 5:26). 

Another image of regeneration, favored by John, is (5) a new spiritual birth. John wrote of “children born not of natural 
descent, nor of human decision or a husband’s will, but born of God” (John 1:13). The aorist passive of gennaō, “be born,” denotes 
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that instantaneous event whereby believers receive the new nature—an event qualitatively different from ordinary physical 
birth. Later in dialogue with Nicodemus, an orthodox Jew, Jesus explained the meaning of the new birth (John 3:3–8). The Lord 
began the conversation by astutely shifting the discussion from the inquirer’s materialistic understanding of the kingdom to his 
need for a radical, spiritual transformation. “I tell you the truth, no one can see the kingdom of God unless he is born again” 
(John 3:3). Does the phrase gennaō anōthen mean “born again” or “born from above”? Anō, an antonym for katō, means “up” 
or “above” (John 8:23; 11:41; Acts 2:19; Col 3:1). Elsewhere in John anōthen clearly bears the spatial meaning “above” (John 
3:31; 19:11; cf. anōthen in John 19:23). In addition, John envisaged believers as born of God (John 1:13; 1 John 3:9; 4:7; 5:1, 4, 
18). As Ladd noted, the Fourth Gospel reflects “the tension between the above and the below, heaven and earth, the sphere of 
God and the world” (John 3:12–13, 31; 6:33, 62; 8:23). Thus Jesus probably meant that Nicodemus must be “born from above,” 
which includes the idea of a rebirth. 

Jesus explained the nature of this new birth from above to Nicodemus, who had difficulty understanding the teaching. “No 
one can enter the kingdom of God unless he is born of water and the Spirit [ex hydatos kai pneumatos]” (John 3:5). The Greek 
construction closely links the agencies of the water and the Holy Spirit. Historically several interpretations of the “water” have 
been proposed: (a) water as a symbol of purification (Lightfoot, Murray, Bruce, Carson); (b) the water of John’s baptism (Bengel, 
Godet); (c) the water of Christian baptism (Luther, Cullmann, Barrett, Guthrie); (d) water as a synonym for the Spirit (Calvin); (e) 
water as a symbol for the Word of God (Ironside, Pink, Boice); and (f) the water that accompanies physical birth (a popular view). 
The first interpretation is preferred, for the following reasons: As a studious Jew, Nicodemus was familiar with the OT use of 
water as a symbol for purification from the defilement of sin (Lev 14:8–9; 2 Kgs 5:10; Ps 51:2–3; Zech 13:1). Moreover, the 
purifying function of water and the renovating power of the Spirit are juxtaposed in the prophecy of the new covenant in Ezek 
36:25–27. Hence by “water and the Spirit” Jesus likely meant that in order to enter God’s kingdom Nicodemus must be purified 
from sin and be spiritually renewed. Note that John’s baptism also involved water and the Spirit; the Baptist applied the water, 
and the coming Messiah would baptize with the Spirit (John 1:33). Jesus’ further statement—“Flesh gives birth to flesh, but the 
Spirit gives birth to spirit” (John 3:6)—pointed up the radical difference between a natural, human birth and supernatural rebirth 
by the Holy Spirit. Jesus insisted that not only Nicodemus but all Jews “must be born again” (v. 7). 

Other biblical texts describe regeneration in terms of a new birth. Jas 1:18 depicts the new birth by the verb apokyeō, to 
“give birth” or “bear,” whereas 1 Pet 1:3, 23 employ the verb anagennaō (only here in the NT), in the sense of “cause to be born 
again.” According to these verses, the instrument by which the new birth is effected is the Word of God or the truth of the Gospel. 

It should be clear that regeneration differs from conversion in several important respects. (1) Conversion involves a 
synergism of divine and human working, whereas regeneration is strictly a monergistic operation. Independently of any human 
agency, God re-creates, imparts new life, circumcises the heart, and washes away sins. (2) Whereas conversion is a sinner’s 
conscious act of turning to God in penitent faith, regeneration is an unconscious transformation wrought by the Holy Spirit. Like 
a variable wind, “you cannot tell where it comes from or where it is going” (John 3:8). (3) Conversion generally occurs over a 
period of time, whereas regeneration is an instantaneous work. (4) If we consider a secondary use of the term, the conversion 
of believers from sin may be repeated again and again, but regeneration is a uniquely unrepeatable event in a life. 
C. Does Water Baptism Regenerate? 
Does the NT support the regeneration of sinful people, either children or adults, via the ceremony of baptism, as Roman Catholics, 
Lutherans, and some Episcopalians claim? Does Scripture represent baptism as the necessary means by which the Spirit effects 
the new birth? 

Some proponents of this position appeal to Mark 16:16, which says, “Whoever believes and is baptized will be saved, but 
whoever does not believe will be condemned.” We respond that Mark 16:9–20 is not found in the most important early Greek 
manuscripts. Thus it is likely that this portion of the Gospel, including v. 16, is not an authentic part of Mark’s inspired writing. 
Lacking divine inspiration, Mark 16:9–20 at most reflects the conviction of a segment of the apostolic church. In addition, the 
presence of the verb pisteuō (“believe”) and apisteuō (“disbelieve”; see also vv. 11, 13) in v. 16 indicates that the emphasis lies 
on the act of believing and not upon the rite of water baptism. The latter is secondary to the primary emphasis of belief in the 
Gospel (v. 15). 

The account of the conversion of Cornelius and his relatives begins with hearing and believing the Gospel message (Acts 
10:33, 36, 42–44; 11:14). Then occurred the outpouring and reception of the Holy Spirit (10:44–45, 47b), followed by water 
baptism (10:47a, 48a). The record of Lydia’s conversion states that the woman heard Paul’s message (Acts 16:14), responded to 
it in faith (vv. 14–15), and with members of her household was baptized (v. 15). Consider also the account of the Philippian jailor’s 
conversion in Acts 16. When in extremis the jailer asked Paul and Silas, “What must I do to be saved?” the missionaries responded, 
“Believe in the Lord Jesus, and you will be saved—you and your household” (vv. 30–31). The jailer and his family were instructed 
in the faith, thereafter were baptized, and experienced great joy in believing (vv. 32–34). Note that the jailer was told he must 
must believe in Christ to be saved, not that he must be baptized in order to be saved. Acts 18:8 states that “Crispus, the synagogue 
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ruler, and his entire household believed in the Lord; and many of the Corinthians who heard him [Paul] believed and were 
baptized.” These four accounts endorse salvation (or new birth) by faith, not by the sacrament of baptism. 

A superficial reading of Acts 22:16 might suggest that baptism effects regeneration. Ananias said to Saul, who had just met 
the risen Christ and undoubtedly had been born anew, “What are you waiting for? Get up, be baptized and wash your sins away, 
calling on his name.” The first two aorist verbs literally may be translated: “Permit yourself to be baptized and have your sins 
washed away.” In the NT the symbol (baptism) and the reality it symbolizes (new birth and cleansing of sins) are closely connected 
(Acts 2:38; Tit 3:5; 1 Pet 3:21). In this text Ananias urged baptism as a visible sign of the invisible cleansing of sins through the 
blood of Christ. The final verb in Acts 22:16 is the aorist middle participle of epikaleō, to “call upon”—the tense signifying that 
Saul’s act of calling on the Lord temporally preceded the two previous verbs. Saul should permit himself to be baptized and have 
his sins forgiven by first calling on the Lord in faith. 

Does the focal text Tit 3:5 (where alone the word palingenesia appears) teach the doctrine of baptismal regeneration? Paul 
wrote that Christ in mercy “saved us through the washing of rebirth and renewal by the Holy Spirit.” Consider first the phrase, 
“through the washing of rebirth” (dia loutrou palingenesias). The converts Titus served had “trusted in God” (v. 8). The phrase in 
question, analogous to the cleansing action of water specified in 1 Cor 6:11 and Eph 5:26, likely signifies the cleansing of sins 
effected at the new birth by the Word of God. In a secondary sense, given the close connection between the reality (new birth) 
and the symbol (baptism), Paul may have thought of water baptism as the outward sign of this inward cleansing. The second 
phrase, “through … renewal (anakainōsis) by the Holy Spirit,” does not describe the subsequent process of sanctification. Rather, 
it is an amplifying description of the new birth in terms of a making new (cf. 2 Cor 5:17 and Gal 6:15, which use kainē). Jesus 
similarly linked water and the Spirit in his teaching on regeneration in John 3:5. In that text we concluded that John cited “water” 
as a symbol for purification of sins. Thus neither John 3:5 nor Tit 3:5 offer adequate support for the hypothesis that baptism 
effects the regeneration of the person baptized. 

Neither do other texts that link water and salvation teach that the rite of baptism regenerates. The intricate argument of 1 
Pet 3:18–22 affirms that the Flood, by cleansing the world of wickedness and delivering the faithful in the ark, is a picture of 
salvation, a salvation symbolized by the rite of baptism. What saves sinners is not the external rite of baptism, but the completed 
work and resurrection of Christ (vv. 21b–22) appropriated by faith. 

The preponderance of evidence leads us to conclude that the order of events in the NT appears to be conversion and 
regeneration followed by water baptism (see Acts 2:38, 41; 10:47). Acts 2:38 records Peter’s words, “Repent and be baptized … 
in the name of Jesus Christ for (eis) the forgiveness of your sins.” The preposition eis may mean “because of.” The apostolic order 
followed the practice of John the Baptist, who baptized those who heeded his message and repented of their sins (Mark 1:4–5). 
So F.F. Bruce concluded, “baptism in water continued to be the external sign by which individuals who believed the gospel 
message, repented of their sins, and acknowledged Jesus as Lord, were publicly incorporated into the Spirit-baptized fellowship 
of the new people of God.” He added, “It is against the whole genius of Biblical religion to suppose that the outward rite had any 
value except in so far as it was accompanied by true repentance within.” In sum, no ceremony—even an important Christian rite 
such as baptism—is able to regenerate fallen human nature and remit sins. What changes hearts is the powerful, inner work of 
the Spirit, not a humanly administered ceremony or even the Spirit and the religious ceremony. 
D. The Holistic Results of Regeneration 
What are the effects of Holy Spirit regeneration on repentant sinners? In brief, regeneration breaks the paralyzing bonds of 
holistic depravity and radically renews the sinner’s heart, mind, and soul into the image of Christ. As in the case of sinful depravity, 
the transformation wrought by the new birth is holistic; not merely some, but all of the sinner’s capacities are significantly 
renewed and enabled. The new spiritual life, being supernatural in origin, manifests itself in renewed abilities and righteous 
actions. In some people the visible evidences come to light soon after regeneration; in other lives time is required for their 
manifestation. Whether sooner or later, Jesus’ promise holds true: “every good tree bears good fruit.… A good tree cannot bear 
bad fruit” (Matt 7:17–18). 

Consider the following results of Holy Spirit regeneration. (1) Intellectually, regeneration enables minds of sinners once blind 
and ignorant of spiritual truths to comprehend the things of God (1 Cor 2:12, 14–16; 2 Cor 4:4, 6; Col 3:10). The new birth effects 
renewal of the human capacity to know, love, and affirm God’s purposes. Holy Spirit transformation results in spiritual 
discernment formerly incapacitated by sin. (2) Volitionally, the new birth liberates believers’ wills from moral bondage, enabling 
them to affirm and pursue kingdom values (Rom 6:13; Phil 2:13; 2 Thess 3:5). Lesser loyalties give way to supreme loyalty to God 
and his purposes. In the twice-born, enmity toward God is replaced by a new passion to glorify the King of kings and Lord of lords. 
(3) Emotionally, regeneration initiates the reintegration of disordered affections and feelings (Rom 8:15). As Paul wrote, “God 
did not give us a spirit of timidity, but a spirit of power, of love and of self-discipline” (2 Tim 1:7). Twice-born persons are far 
more capable of manifesting love, empathy, compassion, etc., than once-born persons. (4) Morally and ethically, regenerate 
believers are freed from depraved and enslaving passions. Indeed, the saved progressively become like Christ in thought, word, 
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and deed. Spirit-transformed people exchange the sordid works of the flesh (Gal 5:19–21) for the attractive fruits of the Spirit: 
i.e., “love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control” (vv. 22–23). And (5) relationally, 
the new birth establishes genuine fellowship with the triune God (1 Cor 1:9; Eph 2:22; 1 John 1:3) and meaningful relationships 
with other believers (Rom 12:5; Eph 2:14–15, 19–20). The twice-born come to know experientially that God created them to 
enjoy community. Spirit regeneration motivates newborn children of God to move from lonely isolation to rejuvenating 
fellowship. In sum, the new birth effects a significant transformation and renewal of the capacities inherent in man and woman 
as imago Dei. 
E. Regeneration and the ‘New Nature’ 
Thinking of Spirit regeneration, Peter made the bold statement that God “has given us his very great and precious promises, so 
that through them you may participate in the divine nature [theia physis] and escape the corruption in the world caused by evil 
desires” (2 Pet 1:4). Prior to the new birth we possessed only an “earthly nature” (Col 3:5), a “sinful nature” (sarx, Rom 7:5, 18; 
8:3–5, 8–9, 12–13; Gal 5:13, 16–17; etc.) or an “old self” (Rom 6:6; Eph 4:22). These phrases describe the unregenerate state: 
the self arraigned against God, oriented toward the base elements of the world, consumed by sinful cravings, and driven to evil 
deeds. In this regard the NIV translates Paul’s phrase kata sarka peripatountas (2 Cor. 10:2) as, “live by the standards of this 
world.” The biblical terms “earthly nature,” “sinful nature,” etc., describe the unconverted person turned in on himself and 
energized by Satan to corrupt works. By the antithetic phrase “divine nature,” Peter borrowed from current hellenistic language 
to describe new spiritual life with Christ that imparts to the soul transformed capacities and godly virtues. As a result of the 
Spirit’s regenerating work, the believer receives a new disposition, a new set of affections, new moral qualities, and new 
aspirations. The NT describes the result of this transformation as the “new self” (Eph 4:24; Col 3:10), which is the glorified Christ 
living his life in the believer (Gal 2:20). This new being expresses itself in an entirely new manner of life and conduct (Rom 6:4; 
7:6). Aquinas claimed that at baptism God injects into the soul a new nature (“created grace” or “habitual grace”), viewed almost 
as a new substance. But the new birth creates no new, metaphysical entity. Rather, it effects the transformation and revitalization 
of intellectual, volitional, moral, emotional, and relational capacities inherent in the person as imago Dei, as indicated in the 
previous section. For example, the new birth energizes and redirects love from preoccupation with self to a new focus on God 
and others. As Strong commented, “Regeneration does not add to, or subtract from, the number of man’s intellectual, emotional 
or voluntary faculties. But regeneration is the giving of a new direction or tendency to powers of affection which man possessed 
before.” 

Significantly, Peter stated that the twice-born “participate in the divine nature” (physis) rather than in the divine being 
(ousia). He meant that by Spirit regeneration believers become partakers of God’s grace, mercy, holiness, etc., not of God’s 
essence. Participation “in the divine nature” is Peter’s way of describing the reality Paul set forth in Rom 8:9—“You … are 
controlled not by the sinful nature but by the Spirit, if the Spirit of God lives in you.” It is Peter’s way of describing what the 
anonymous writer conveyed in Heb 3:14—“share in Christ,” in Heb 6:4—“shared in the Holy Spirit,” and in Heb 12:10—“share in 
his holiness.” No NT writer suggested that the new birth alters the sinner’s essential constitution. Regeneration does not change 
the sinner’s substance by forming a new metaphysical entity, such as a ‘spirit.’ Evidence is lacking to support the view that by the 
new birth dichotomous sinners become trichotomous saints. Neither did Peter imply that Christians in any sense become divine. 
God’s own divine nature and our renewed human nature are not commingled in the new man or woman. The human and divine 
personalities remain forever distinct. And certainly Peter never envisaged any pantheistic notion of the Christian’s absorption 
into the whole. 

Calvin’s insightful comment on 2 Pet 1:4 highlights the figurative sense in which Peter used the phrase “divine nature.” 
Let us then mark that the end of the gospel is to render us conformable to God, and if we may so speak, to deify us.… 
The word nature is not here essence but quality. Only fanatics imagine that we thus pass over into the nature of God.… 
The image of God in holiness and righteousness is restored to us for this end, that we may at length be partakers of 
eternal life and glory. 
The formation of the “new self” or new nature via Spirit regeneration does not totally efface the old nature. The born-again 

believer struggles with the old self and unfortunately often ratifies it, as Paul testified from painful, personal experience in 
Romans 7. Our discussion in chap. 10 of the doctrine of sanctification treats in detail how the Spirit works in Christians to diminish 
the power of the old nature and to strengthen the graces of the new nature. 
F. Were Old Testament Believers Regenerated? 
An interesting but perhaps not a crucial issue is whether faithful souls in OT times were regenerated by the Spirit and given a 
new nature. The OT refers to the phenomenon of spiritual circumcision. Often God is the one who circumcises (Deut 30:6). In 
other instances the people were to circumcise (mûl) their own hearts (Deut 10:16; Jer 4:4). Both a divine work and a human 
response, spiritual circumcision is a figure signifying the deepest spiritual reality of the Hebrew religion, namely, the opening of 
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the heart to God (Col 2:11). This event undoubtedly includes repentance and communion with God, but we submit that it falls 
short of regeneration in the full Christian sense. 

First Sam 10:9 speaks of a work of the Spirit on the heart of Saul: “God changed (hāpak, to “turn” or “bend”) Saul’s heart” 
(cf. v. 6). The NRSV translates this, “God gave him another heart.” The language likely speaks of God reshaping Saul’s heart in 
preparation for leadership and battle. That is, God gave Saul a new heart in the sense of a new attitude and new courage for the 
task to which he was called. The record shows that Saul turned way from the Lord (1 Sam 15:11) and flouted his law (13:12–13; 
15:20–23). Hence God rejected Saul as king (15:26–28) and removed his Spirit from him (16:14). Tormented by an evil spirit 
(16:15–16, 23; 18:10; 19:9), Saul experienced fits of jealousy, depression, and paranoia. He sought to kill David (1 Samuel 19) and 
committed atrocities against innocent Gibeonites (2 Sam 21:1). Unable to defeat the Philistine army, Saul sought help from a 
medium (1 Samuel 28). What kind of a man was Saul? 

King Saul … was basically carnal, willfully disobedient, insanely jealous, and bloodthirsty in the later years of his reign. 
The purpose of Saul’s reign was to prepare Israel to appreciate all the more the reign of a true man of God, David, son 
of Jesse, who came from the tribe of Judah, and who was determined to serve as a faithful theocratic ruler and an 
obedient servant of Yahweh. 

God used Saul for a time to deliver Israel from heathen oppressors, even as Satan used the man for his own purposes. It is quite 
unlikely that Saul experienced Spirit regeneration as described in the NT. 

The OT prophets vividly expressed the hope of future spiritual rebirth. Yahweh promised his people that he would create in 
them a new heart: “I will give them a heart to know me, that I am the Lord” (Jer 24:7). In Jer 31:31–34 the Lord stated that in 
coming days he would make a “new covenant” (v. 31) with his people that would be far superior to the old covenant. The latter, 
instituted at Sinai, was (1) a national covenant (made with “the house of Israel and with the house of Judah,” v. 31); (2) an 
external covenant, inscribed on stone or parchments; and (3) a conditional covenant that Israel repeatedly broke (v. 32). Sealed 
by circumcision, the old covenant could not give life (Gal 3:21). In this prophecy God promised that the new covenant 
(inaugurated by Jesus, Matt 26:28; Mark 14:24) would transform the human heart as the old covenant could not. “I will put my 
law in their minds and write it on their hearts. I will be their God, and they will be my people” (v. 33). This internalization of the 
law on the heart would be realized through regeneration and union with Christ in the new age of the Spirit. “The entire 
transformation implies the new birth set forth in the gospel.” Jeremiah added that as a result of the Spirit’s regenerating work 
Yahweh “will forgive their wickedness and will remember their sins no more” (under the old covenant sins were remembered). 
In sum, the law inscribed within by the Spirit “gives intimate knowledge of and fellowship with God, forgiveness of sins, and 
peace of heart.” These promises came to fruition in the age of the Spirit through Christ’s cross, resurrection, and ascension to 
heaven. 

Ezek 36:25–27 extends a further promise of future, spiritual transformation. Consistent with the comprehensive nature of 
biblical prophecy, Yahweh’s promise to restore Israel to the land also anticipated a qualitatively new work of the Spirit on the 
heart. The text promises (1) complete purification of sins: “I will sprinkle clean water on you … ; I will cleanse you from all your 
impurities and from all your idols” (v. 25; cf. Jer 31:34). There follows the promise (2) of a radically new nature: “I will give you a 
new heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove from you your heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh” (v. 26; cf. Ezek 
11:19; 18:31). In the future God will replace the old heart with a spiritually transformed heart. The Lord promised (3) a permanent 
bestowal of the Spirit in the Gospel era. Said Yahweh, “I will put my Spirit in you and move you to follow my decrees and be 
careful to keep my laws” (v. 27; cf. Ezek 37:14; 39:29; Joel 2:28–29). A distinctive feature of existence under the new covenant 
would be the permanent, indwelling ministry of the life-giving Spirit (cf. 2 Cor 3:6). Finally, the outcome of the Spirit’s ministry is 
(4) instinctive obedience to the law in a God-honoring life (v. 27b; Jer 31:33). In OT times God was with his people. But the 
glorious promise is given that in the future God would dwell in his people by virtue of the Spirit’s transforming work. The reader 
is impressed by the number of times in Ezekiel 36 that the phrase “I will” occurs with God as the subject—a dozen times in vv. 
24–30 alone. This, of course, indicates that the divine activity is the efficient cause of spiritual regeneration. 

The vision of Ezek 37:1–14 anticipated, proximately, Israel’s restoration to the land and, ultimately, the Spirit’s regenerating 
work under the new covenant (cf. Jer 31:31–34; Ezek 11:19). God gave Ezekiel a vision of a valley filled with dry bones. Like the 
host of bones in the vision, Israel in Babylon was spiritually dead. Yet at God’s first word through Ezekiel the bones came together 
(vv. 7–8), signifying immediately Israel’s national restoration (vv. 12–14). At God’s second word “the breath [hārûaḥ] came into 
them” (v. 10, NRSV), and the lifeless forms came alive and stood on their feet. The latter aspect of the vision likely anticipates the 
spiritual renewal of believers in the Gospel era and perhaps the end-time conversion of multitudes of Jews (Rom 11:25–32). 
Again it is God who breathes the dry bones into life and wholeness (vv. 5, 10). 

Turning to the NT, Jesus explained to Nicodemus the necessity of new birth by water and the Spirit (John 3:3–8). Judaism 
acknowledged the coming of the messianic kingdom (Dan 2:44; 7:14, 27), which they defined as a new creation or “regeneration” 
(palingenesia, Matt 19:28) in the future age. But of a personal, spiritual regeneration in the present the learned Nicodemus was 
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totally ignorant, as his bewildered reply confirms (vv. 4, 9). This argument from silence may suggest that Spirit regeneration was 
not a conscious feature of Jewish spiritual life under the old covenant. Tenney agrees with this judgment, in the following words: 
“In Old Testament teaching, the Spirit came upon the prophets or other specially chosen men for unusual reasons, but nowhere 
in Judaism was taught the coming of the Spirit upon all men for their personal regeneration.” 

Jesus made a distinction between the Spirit’s occasional ministry prior to Pentecost and his permanent, transformational 
ministry thereafter. In John 14:17 Jesus instructed his disciples about the ministry of the “Counselor” or “the Spirit of truth,” 
saying, “you know him, for he lives with you and will be in you” (hymeis ginōskete auto, hoti par hymin menei kai en hymin estin). 
Prior to Pentecost the Spirit was “with” or “beside” (para) the disciples and OT saints as a variable influence. But after this 
eschatological event the Spirit would be “in” (en) them permanently as a transforming and indwelling presence. Jesus added, 
“On that day you will realize that I am in my Father, and you are in me, and I am in you” (v. 20; cf. Rom 8:9). While Jesus was with 
his disciples, they did not fully possess the Spirit, as John 14:26 and 16:7, 13 make clear. But after Jesus was glorified, the life-
transforming ministry of the Spirit would take place (John 7:38–39). Following Easter and Pentecost, Christ would take up his 
abode in believers and they in him in a manner analogous to the mutual indwelling of the Father and the Son. 

Although it is best not to be dogmatic on this issue, we propose the following conclusion as befitting the biblical data. God 
set believing men and women in OT times in a right relationship with himself. Their sins were forgiven (Ps 32:1–2; 85:2), they 
communed with the Lord, and they anticipated the blessings of heaven (Heb 11:13–16, 39). But before the completion of Christ’s 
work and the Pentecostal outpouring, OT believers did not possess the Spirit as a permanent endowment (Ps 51:11), and they 
were not completely transformed thereby. A principal benefit of the new covenant is the qualitatively different ministry of the 
Holy Spirit—including a radical, spiritual transformation that the NT identifies as the new birth. Expressed in other words, it 
seems unlikely that NT texts such as 2 Cor 5:17 and 2 Pet 1:4 could be applied to OT believers. We recognize that there are not 
two ways of salvation. The saving of the soul in both the pre-Christian and the Christian eras is achieved by faith in God’s faithful 
word of promise. But salvation under the new covenant is a fuller, richer reality than that experienced under the old. Otherwise, 
it would have been unnecessary for Christ to enter this hellish scene, suffer, die a cruel death, and rise victoriously from the 
grave. 
G. Are Children Who Die in Infancy Saved? 
A variety of answers have been given to this difficult question of the spiritual condition of infants who succumb to death. (1) For 
most liberal theologians the question is moot, in that they believe infants are born into the world free from sin and en route to 
salvation. Modernists claim that the loving God accepts into heaven all people, who are all his children by birth. (2) Traditional 
Roman Catholics, on the other hand, maintain that infants inherit from their parents the contagion of sin. The sacrament of 
baptism administered to children is said to remove the guilt and penalty of original sin. Thus children who receive a legitimate 
baptism are united with Christ and inherit heaven’s glory. Infants who are not baptized will endure a just penalty in the 
netherworld. (3) Many Arminians accept the reality of original sin, depravity, and punishment. But through the benefit of 
prevenient grace, guilt and punishment are said to be removed, such that no infant is condemned eternally. Blessed by universal 
grace, those who die in infancy are freely welcomed into God’s heaven. (4) Covenant Reformed, or high Calvinists, likewise view 
infants as defiled by Adamic sin. But God is said secretly to work regeneration in those infants who are elect. Many, such as John 
Owen, identify infants born into a Christian family and so blessed by the covenant of grace as among God’s elect. At death these 
are said to inherit heaven’s glory, whereas non-elect infants are justly damned. The Westminster Confession of Faith (chap. X.3) 
states that “Elect infants, dying in infancy, are regenerated and saved by Christ through the Spirit, who worketh when, and where, 
and how he pleaseth.” (5) Moderately Reformed Christians acknowledge that infants are born with the affliction of original sin. 
Many, such as Charles Hodge, A.A. Hodge, and A.H. Strong, recall that infants have not deliberately flaunted God’s will for their 
lives. Thus by virtue of the absence of premeditation, naiveté, and trustfulness in children prior to the “age of moral 
accountability,” God applies to them the benefits of Christ’s saving work at their death. Thus all little ones who die in infancy, as 
well as adults who are mentally incompetent, are regenerated and saved by Christ. Arminians and moderately Reformed thus 
arrive at the same conclusion, albeit by different lines of reasoning. 

The Baptist and broadly Reformed theologian A.H. Strong argued that since infants prior to the age of moral accountability 
have not personally and volitionally transgressed God’s law, they are characterized by “a relative innocence” and “trustfulness.” 
If children should die in the state of infancy, they become the objects of special, divine compassion and receive a secret 
application of the Atonement. Thus, “those who die in infancy receive salvation through Christ as certainly as they inherit sin 
from Adam.”79 Strong surmised that this transaction occurs at the infant soul’s first view of Christ in the heavenly world. Strong 
further theorized that the reason for Scripture’s silence on this issue may be that if Scripture had spoken more directly to this 
issue, some Christian parents might have killed their infant children to guarantee their entry into the kingdom. 

We affirm straightaway that Scripture provides no explicit answer to this debated matter of great practical concern. Implicit 
biblical statements, however, lead us to the probable conclusion that the proposal of Strong and others may be the most viable. 
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Consider the following. When God consigned most of the people of Israel to death in the wilderness, the children who had not 
come to a state of personal accountability were exempted from execution of the penalty. Thus the Lord said to the people of 
Israel through Moses, “your children who do not yet know good from bad—they will enter the land. I will give it to them and 
they will take possession of it” (Deut 1:39). In one text the age of responsibility is given as twenty years (Num 14:29). Later, after 
David had committed adultery with Bathsheba, God caused the child of that illicit union to become ill and to die (2 Sam 12:15–
19). David then said to his servants, “Can I bring him back again? I will go to him, but he will not return to me” (v. 23). At the 
child’s death David was encouraged in his spirit, likely at the prospect of seeing his child in heaven one day. 

Our Lord’s attitude toward little children is also instructive. During his final ministry in Galilee, Jesus placed a little child 
among his disciples and said to them, “I tell you the truth, unless you change and become like little children, you will never enter 
the kingdom of heaven. Therefore whoever humbles himself like this child is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven. And whoever 
welcomes a little child like this in my name welcomes me. But if anyone causes one of these little ones who believe in me to sin, 
it would be better for him to have a large millstone hung around his neck and to be drowned in the depths of the sea” (Matt 
18:3–6). Jesus added, “your Father in heaven is not willing that any of these little ones should be lost” (v. 14). Later in Judea, 
when the disciples rebuked those who brought little children to Jesus for blessing and prayer, Jesus said, “Let the little children 
come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of heaven belongs to such as these” (Matt 19:14). Jesus accorded special 
worth and status in the kingdom to children by virtue of their dependence, humility, and lack of pretension. 

The most cogent explanation of this problem is that children incapable of committing willful and responsible violations of 
God’s law may receive a special application of Christ’s universal atonement and so be welcomed into heaven’s glory. In other 
words, children who die in infancy prior to becoming responsible moral agents prove to be among God’s elect. If true, this 
judgment is a source of great comfort and consolation to godly parents who grieve over the premature death of an infant child. 

IV. PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE DOCTRINE OF REGENERATION 
A. Don’t Trust Christian Parentage or Baptism for New Life 
Contrary to Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and high Anglican views, the water of baptism applied to infants and adults does not of 
itself regenerate and unite souls with Christ. We noted above that the sign of the sacrament (i.e., water) and the reality 
symbolized (i.e., washing of sins and new birth) are closely related. Yet the sign of the sacrament does not of itself accomplish 
what it signifies. For example, a wedding ceremony does not create love or commitment; it celebrates and seals existing love and 
commitment between a man and a woman. Likewise, a Christian funeral does not promote the deceased saint to glory; it 
celebrates God’s great work of glorifying his departed son or daughter. Biblical Christians thus will avoid all forms of ritualistic 
religion that claim that baptismal water, applied on ecclesiastical authority, works spiritual regeneration. Although some 
churches teach the ex opere operato concept (i.e., that the mere performance of baptism regenerates the soul), Scripture stops 
well short of such a claim. Water baptism under the aegis of a church or birth into a Christian family cannot produce a new 
creation, quicken a dead soul, circumcise a proud heart, or cleanse deeply ingrained sin. This is to say that water baptism is not 
the indispensable condition by which God regenerates sinful souls. External ceremonies, however rich in religious symbolism, 
are impotent to bring new spiritual life to depraved hearts. The evangelist should not cite the requirement of water baptism in 
the invitation to receive Christ and spiritual life. 
B. Rely on the Holy Spirit to Make Sinners New Creations 
We have seen that regeneration is not a matter of personal re-education, nor is it a self-wrought process of moral reformation 
and character enhancement. Neither is regeneration achieved by birth in a Christian family, by baptism, by psychotherapy, or by 
a host of modern self-improvement schemes. If regeneration is not achieved by humans alone, neither is it a synergistic affair, 
i.e., of a person’s cooperation with God to accomplish the desired end. The Bible is absolutely clear on this; no carnal means can 
effect supernatural regeneration from above. Flesh cannot give birth to spirit; sinners cannot alter their depraved dispositions. 
God’s Spirit alone must effect the radically new creation of which the NT speaks (2 Cor 5:17; Gal 6:15). 

The responsibility of Christians in all this is to proclaim to sinners that they must be born again (John 3:7). We must explain 
clearly the Gospel offer of new birth and life from above (Acts 5:20). Disciples also must plead with sinners to trust Christ and 
become God’s forgiven children (2 Cor 5:20). We must do the work of an evangelist in the power of the Spirit of life (1 Cor. 12:3–
11), for even Jesus, the Son of God, needed the Spirit’s power in his ministry (Matt 3:16–17; Luke 3:21–22), as did his immediate 
disciples (Luke 24:48–49; John 20:22; Acts 1:8). Our task as Jesus’ followers is to proclaim the Gospel clearly and persuasively 
(Acts 2:38; 16:30–32; Rom 10:14), trusting the Spirit of God to bring forth new life as it pleases him. Faithful disciples will know 
that the basis of regeneration is Christ’s death and resurrection (1 Cor 6:11; 1 Pet 1:3); the means of regeneration is the Word of 
God (Eph 5:26; Jas 1:18); the providential instrument is the preacher or herald of God’s truth (Rom 10:13–15); and the agent of 
regeneration is the Spirit of God (John 3:5; Tit 3:5). 

African believers help us western Christians understand the full scope of preaching and witness. By “preaching” they mean 
everything from sharing one’s personal testimony with a needy soul, to telling the story of Jesus under a tree in the market, to 
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delivering a sermon in a crowded church. In disagreement with Finney and certain other revivalists, we do not dictate to the 
Spirit of God when he must regenerate a soul. We dare not command God to regenerate sinners before the close of a given 
evangelistic service, for example. The creation of new spiritual life is God’s gracious work done in God’s good time. Our task is to 
be faithful witnesses and fervent prayer-warriors and to leave the results to the sovereign, wise, and loving God. 
C. Personal Regeneration Followed by Social Transformation 
Viewing sin primarily as deprivation caused by institutionalized injustice, social gospel proponents and liberationists call for the 
transformation or regeneration of society. Those of liberal theological persuasion allege that the replacement of corrupt social, 
political, and economic structures with just ones will humanize society and in time inaugurate the kingdom of God. These social 
idealists identify the instruments of social transformation as better housing, law enforcement, health care, job training, and the 
like. 

Historic Christians will insist on the primacy of personal conversion and regeneration as the only sound basis for social 
transformation. Institutional change alone cannot solve the intractable problems caused by human sinfulness. Absent personal 
regeneration that changes individuals’ motives, passions, and behavior, society’s institutions will go from bad to worse. History 
amply attests that social improvement without personal regeneration is a romantic dream and a forlorn hope. Society will 
continue to be deranged, despotic, and demonic unless founded on sound biblical principles and shaped by twice-born people. 
Eighteenth-century England was characterized by illiteracy, poverty, rampant crime, mob violence, wild orgies, brutal treatment 
of offenders, and general debauchery. 

It was the England of the slave-trader, the kidnapper, the smuggler; the England of gin-shops, sodden ignorance and 
incredible child neglect; the England of bestial sports, mad gambling and parading wantonness. It was the England of 
corrupt politics and soulless religion: the England of “materialism,” “dim ideals” and “expiring hopes.” 
Yet the spiritual revival God’s Spirit wrought through John Wesley and others radically changed the whole of English society. 

The power of the Gospel brought about genuine reform of the economy, the educational system, land ownership, medical care, 
the penal system, and the nation’s moral climate, to name a few areas of change. Wesley’s revival of Christian faith “made the 
selfish man self-denying, the discontented happy, the worlding spiritually minded, the drunkard sober, the sensual chaste, the 
liar truthful, the thief honest, the proud humble, the godless godly, the thriftless thrifty.” Wesley’s class meetings and Sunday 
schools created the middle class in a society that knew only a privileged aristocracy and an impoverished, laboring underclass. 
The Wesleyan revival was the primary impetus for the abolition of the slave trade in early nineteenth-century Britain. Many 
historians judge that Wesley’s spiritual revival saved England from the social chaos of the French Revolution (1789–1799). A 
further example of social transformation via personal regeneration is the Welsh revivals (1904–1905), where 100,000 conversions 
to Christ reduced drunkenness by 60 percent and the jail population by 40 percent and fortified Britain for the trauma of World 
War I. 

Even the World Council of Churches, anticipating its Fourth Assembly at Uppsala in 1968 under the theme of “Behold, I make 
all things new,” stated that “neither the renewal of the world nor of the church can be adequately understood without the 
reorientation of people as persons.” This is a significant admission from an international religious organization noted for its 
commitment to transformation via social and political action. Latin American evangelicals remind us that when radical liberation 
movements have swept away unjust institutions, the replacement structures often are more corrupt and oppressive than the 
originals. It appears true that the decency and compassion of a society is directly proportional to the number of its twice-born 
people. Reflecting on history, Francis Schaeffer concluded, as a rule of thumb, that no society manifests decency, compassion, 
and stability unless at least 10 percent of its populace are born-again followers of Christ. Evangelical Christians thus regard 
personal regeneration as the non-negotiable basis for constructive social change. To adopt any other solution is to build on a 
foundation of shifting sand that cannot withstand the destructive forces of a fallen world (Matt 7:24–27). Social action grounded 
in personal, spiritual transformation under God’s good hand will lead to success. Programs that attempt to renew society without 
changing the hearts of the people are doomed to disappoint and frustrate. 10 
 

 
10 Demarest, B. A. (1997). The cross and salvation: the doctrine of salvation (pp. 276–311). Wheaton, IL: 
Crossway Books. 
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